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The prominent speaker calls for stronger action toward ending inequality and oppression
by James Scolamieri
Copy Editor
It has been some time since
the pillars of American society
have truly been shaken by the
exposition of the injustices in our
societal systems. The Civil Rights
Movement of the 1960s certainly
brought about more profound
changes than the Occupy movement of the 21st century, yet
there are some still who dare to
challenge today’s status quo. Dr.
Cornel West is a controversial
public intellectual known for his
penetrating speaking ability and
both radical and comprehensive
theories on the state of political
and social issues in America. But
for Dr. West, society’s problems
have always been more than just a
portion of an already fragmented
socio-political discourse. They are
inevitably tied to what makes us

human beings, and the moral and
spiritual aspects of our humanity
demand a response.
Saturday Oct. 11, CILSA (Catholic Institution for Lasallian Social
Action) hosted a Leadership and
Social Justice Conference, whose

“It’s a holistic
understanding
and it goes right
hand-in-hand with
what Lasallian
conceptions of what
piety and education
are all about.”
attendees included college students and activists from around
the Bay Area who are devoted to

working in pursuit of the common
good. Conference participants attended breakout sessions, aimed
at addressing one of the most
pressing social issues of our time:
the prison-industrial complex.
Two breakout sessions were held
prior to the talk to strategize
and inspire both potential and
established activists. After both
sessions, over 600 listeners, including conference participants,
Saint Mary’s students, and outside attendees, gathered in the
Soda Center to listen to Keynote
Speaker Dr. Cornel West give a
lecture titled “Prophetic Imagination: Confronting the New Jim
Crow and Income Inequality in
America.”
Cornel West’s message was not
necessarily as difficult to understand as one might have guessed
coming from a professor emeritus
from Princeton, Harvard, and

Yale. In fact, it was fairly simple.
The lecture was a message of love,
integrity and redemption, but
was also meant to inspire passion
about working toward the common good by creating real and
valuable connections with other
people. Dr. West’s lecture might
be better understood in the context of one of his references to
W. E. B. Du Bois’s question, “How
shall integrity face oppression?”
The idea is that real moral content
in a person’s life does not shake in
the face of intimidation. Courage,
love, and scrutiny are all necessary
to overcome the oppression that
exists in society. The lecture was
rich and textured, full of creative
and meaningful allusions to music, the Bible, and the great philosophers. He quoted and discussed
famous American musicians of
funk, jazz, hip-hop and soul notsee CORNEL, page 3

The IC Celebrates 10 years of diversity and inclusivity
Looking back on years of educating students about social justice and equality
by Evelyn Minaise
Assistant Culture Editor
Ten years ago marked a special occasion on the Saint Mary’s
campus, an occasion that will be
celebrated this entire school year.
In 2004, the construction of the
Intercultural Center (IC) was completed and opened with a full staff,
founding the IC that would eventually become the place students
know today. These ten years have
been integral in building the inclusive and diverse space that is the
IC in 2014.
Delphine Lounge houses the IC,
sitting between Café Louis and the
bookstore. Delphine existed before
the IC itself, and so did its many
physical components. At first, the
IC’s primary purpose involved pro-

moting the various heritage months
of the year, but now it has evolved
into so much more. When the IC
was first built, it assimilated various
parts of Saint Mary’s culture that
were previously promoted through
student government, other departments, or even values that were
separate from school structure
entirely. The IC united them under their mission statement: “The
Intercultural Center strives to create a safe and supportive learning
environment that values diversity
and builds inclusive community.
Through its co-curricular programs
and services, the IC educates the
campus for cultural competence
and social justice.”
There are three professional staff
members who run the IC. Joan Iva
Fawcett is the director of the IC,

and she arrived at Saint Mary’s in
December 2007. The IC had only
existed for three years, and Fawcett had already been the third IC
director. Now the longest-standing
director, Fawcett has had a strong
influence in the IC’s formation. She
works with Travis Becker and Cesar
Ramos, the assistant director and
coordinator, respectively. These
three staff members oversee a large
group of student staff who play a
pivotal role shaping IC events and
programs. While there have always
been student staff working at the IC,
they had previously worked more
as office assistants. Now, with the
addition of Student Leaders Initiating Diversity Education (SLIDERs)
and Intercultural Development
Leaders (ID Leaders), student
assistants, and graphic designers,

among other less direct IC student
leaders, Fawcett notes that the
IC allows students to “have more
ownership” over IC programming.
SLIDERs and ID Leaders host
weekly programs for the student
body and particular residence halls
that involve creating a more inclusive community as well as promoting overall awareness and dialogue
of various social justice topics.
The Diversity Organization
Council (DOC) also falls under
the IC. Fawcett proposed DOC
in 2009 as a way to allow clubs to
collaborate with other clubs with
similar missions involving diversity
and inclusivity. Many of these clubs
can be traced back many decades,
but with the enhancement of DOC,
more than 14 clubs currently work
see IC, page 3

SMCares
inspires a
new clause
to the Code
of Conduct
by Kavya Madali
Contributing Writer
You might have heard about a
change in the Saint Mary’s Code
of Conduct. It was probably something along the lines of, “You
won’t get in trouble if you call
public safety for your friend who
is drunk.” But this may be only
partially true.
The Code of Conduct does have
a new addition: The Good Samaritan Policy. As you may know, being
a Good Samaritan means being a
charitable or helpful person. So
what does this policy really mean
for all the Good Samaritans on
campus?
There is some confusion about
the new policy. Students may
think that if they can take the
initiative to get help for a friend
who is intoxicated they can escape
consequences solely on the basis
that they called. The policy is not
exactly implemented that way.
The policy states, “In crisis situations involving alcohol, drugs,
and/or sexual misconduct, the
College strongly considers the
positive impact of taking responsible action when determining the
appropriate response for alleged
policy violations relating to the
incident. This means that no formal College disciplinary actions
or sanctions will be assigned to
the reporting student(s) for Category 1, Alcohol offenses and/or
Category 2, Illegal Drug violations
relating to the incident.”
see CONDUCT, page 3
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You had me at “Hello beautiful, come over”
With apps like
Tinder, there is
something to be
said for actual human interaction
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“To act upon one’s convictions
while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people
when it wasn’t available before,
To offer those who want it,
a choice—”
—Ted Turner

ast Friday, I did something I
thought I would never do: succumb to peer pressure. No, Mom,
not the drug-related peer pressure. I signed up for Tinder. If
you don’t know what Tinder is, it
is because you live under a rock or
do not have the pleasure of being
deemed the Tinder guinea pig by
your well-meaning friends. Basically all you need to know is that
Tinder is a dating (read: hookup)
app you can download on your
smartphone. It has been a big
success all over the world because
signing up is easy — scarily easy.
When you download the app, it
links up with your Facebook account, syncing a few pictures and
your first name and age; then it is
up to you to add a snappy “About
You” and narrow down your age
and distance parameters. The app
compiles all available date targets
in your desired range and age;
then a parade flies beneath your
index finger where you can look
at their pictures, read their bios,
and either swipe left for “nope”
or right for “yes.” If your pick
has swiped right on you already,
or does so later, you become
“matched” and can chat.
The first thing I noticed was
that the men on Tinder must
have a secret checklist that they

Tinder can give you short-term ego boosts, but it lacks in genuine conversation and security.
(Courtesy of Jason Lee)

use when crafting their perfect,
girl-trapping profile. Picture with
a cute baby animal, especially a
puppy with a name like Buddy?
Check. Picture with a baby with
a corresponding note in the bio
that says it is your niece/nephew/
random baby you found on the
street? Check. Picture wearing
a bro tank standing before a
pristine lake in the wilderness?
Check. And then the bios: every
man on Tinder is a gym rat, a
clean eater, enjoys obscure beers,
and wants a girl who likes to have
fun, has a great sense of humor,
can hold a conversation, and is
easy going. With each nearly
identical profile I looked through,
I became increasingly wary of
who these people really were;
and increasingly worried of who I
was. If you are one of those people
who likes to claim that “you don’t
have a type, you love people for all
their great traits and not-so-great
traits,” then you will realize that
you are a liar because with every

swipe left and right it becomes
very clear that you have a type.
And then you realize that, just
like everyone else on the planet,
you are a little shallow.
After a while my friends realized that I had been swiping left
on every guy that showed up to
avoid a match, so my phone was
stolen. I soon found myself with a
group of matches and my matchmakers began instructing me on
the art of Tinder conversation:
“Tell him he has nice arms,” said
one friend. “Just write: Nice arms,
sir.” “What?!” I exclaimed, deciding I would need another beer.
“Just do it,” she said. So I did — I
can’t deny it.
That’s when I began to feel
really awkward about the whole
situation. In reality, if I was out
at a bar, would I walk up to a man
I did not know and, while shaking his hand to introduce myself,
start with “Nice arms, sir?” No
way. But this goes the other way,
too, because I began receiving

messages with the inevitable
winking emoji that plagues most
Tinder conversations. “Hello gorgeous,” wrote one guy. Another
was very straightforward: “You’re
really cute. How about you come
over to my place tonight?” I politely declined.
Look, it may be fun to get a
message that says you’re beautiful, especially when it has a
cheesy winky-face at the end.
And I will not deny that I did have
some normal and entertaining
conversations: one guy insisted
that we engage in a pun war since
I had put “enjoys bad puns” in my
bio while, at the same time, I talked about the NHL with another
guy. However, for the entire two
day period I had the app, I kept
wondering if the conversations
were genuine. Would someone
actually approach me in a public
setting with a “Hello beautiful,”
and would I actually respond to
that favorably?
You can call me old-fashioned
and tell me that the Jane Austen
era of courtship is over, but there
is something about that initial
contact — that first moment
of shy attraction — to actually
be in person. It was strange to
judge someone based off of a
small, heavily-Instagramed, two
dimensional picture — especially the next day when I could
take a clearer look and ponder if
that one guy was really 21, as he
claimed, or perhaps closer to 31.
And though the older generations
enjoy berating us millennials
for isolating ourselves behind
technology, in this case, I somewhat agree. There is worth in
direct, personal communication;
especially if you are looking for
something more than a hookup.

10/02/2014
9:15 p.m.
Incident: Hit and Run
Synopsis: Damage to right side of
vehicle in De La Salle Parking Lot;
suspended
10/04/2014
1:15 a.m.
Incident: Student Handbook Violation
Synopsis: Underage drinking and
possession of a weapon in North
Claeys; referred to Community Life
12:50 p.m.
10/04/2014
Incident: Medical Call
Synopsis: Visitor on campus suffered heat related emergency near
the Cross--no transport; referred to
Loss Prevention
10/05/2014
2:38 a.m.
Incident: Student Handbook Violation
Synopsis: Underage drinking--medical transport from Ageno A to John
Muir Hospital needed; referred to
Community Life and Health & Wellness Center
10/04/2014
2:00 p.m.
Incident: Theft
Synopsis: Missing Silver MacBook
Pro with Pink case taken from Justin

Hall; referred to Community Life
6:40 p.m.
10/05/2014
Incident: Medical Assist
Synopsis: Student twisted ankle in
Ageno East parking lot - transported
to Kaiser Hospital; referred to Community Life and Health & Wellness
8:00 p.m.
10/05/2014
Incident: Information Only
Synopsis: Possible verbal threat to
student during meditation in Justin
Hall; referred to Community Life
10/05/2014
12:40 p.m.
Incident: SMC Property Damage
Synopsis: Damage to rear bumper of
facilities bus in Napa; referred to Facilities Services & Loss Prevention
Time unknown
10/05/2014
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Possible malicious pull
of fire alarm in Ageno C; referred
to Community Life and Facilities
Services
10/07/2014
11:30 a.m.
Incident: Personal Property Damage
Synopsis: Wild turkey damaged car
on San Miguel Road between North
and South Claeys; closed
10/06/2014
9:00 a.m.
Incident: Information
Synopsis: Welfare check in Freitas
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CAPS raises awareness regarding mental health issues

Speakers, movies, and questionnaires help students understand mental illness
by Sofia Jeremias
Assistant News Editor
Last week, mental health advocates across the nation reached
out to their communities and colleagues to spread awareness and
support about mental illness for
the 24th year in a row as a part of
National Illness Awareness Week
(NIAW). The Saint Mary’s College
community, led by the Counseling
Center and Psychological Services
(CAPS) program, has also joined in
this effort to promote mental health
and reach out to its students concerning problems of mental illness.
The week kicked off Monday
in Hagerty Lounge, with a film
festival that went from 1-2:30 p.m.
Movies for mental health were
played aimed at “de-stigmatizing
mental illness through film.” After
the event a discussion took place
where students were able to further
question and understand the issues
presented in the program.
On Wednesday, during com-

munity time, Sean Campbell took
the stage in Ferroggiaro Quad to
present a talk titled “You Are Not
Alone.” Campbell explained that he
hoped the event, “will make it easier
to discuss mental health.” He went
on to speak about his own experiences dealing with mental illness in
a world where the very notion was
deeply stigmatized. He explained
that in his town “people were either
functional or dysfunctional...They
did not account for [the] gray areas
of life.”
Campbell recalled struggling
with his father’s inability to cope
with bipolar disorder, alcoholism,
and stress — which ultimately led to
violence and suicide. His own tragic
experiences led him to “become
educated about what was happening in my home.”
The pathway to understanding
mental illness inspired Campbell to
take on public speaking, a platform
where he could share the knowledge
that helped him cope with his own
mental well-being. He explained

that “everyday I have been negotiating with mental health.” Mental
illness is not something that only
occurs to people destined to be sent
off to insane asylums, it can be as
simple as “disruptions of feelings,
thoughts, emotions, andmoods that
challenge our ability to cope with
the demands of everyday life.”
Campbell told the audience that
“we all can have some baseline way
to relate to mental illness,” and “we
all need to address our mental illness on a daily basis.”
However, he clarified that every
experience dealing with mental
illness is different and thus every
diagnosis cannot be dealt with in
the same way. Some people need
therapy while others need the aid
of medication; the important thing
is not to assume everyone with depression or other types of mental illness need the same kind treatment.
Campbell concluded the speech
with a definition: “Strength is being
able to address all our vulnerabilities, it’s being able to deal with tough

personal issues.”
The following day, National Depression Screening Day, puppies
(such as corgis and golden retrievers) were played with and questionnaires were filled out in Ferroggiaro
Quad. Students played with the
dogs brought by the Animal Rescue
Foundation (ARF) to relieve stress
and provide comfort. Others filled
out questionnaires that asked about
appetite, energy levels, sleep patterns, and various conditions that
can be the result of depression and
anxiety. After students filled out the
questionnaires they were scored
and met with counselors to discuss
their results.
The week as a whole helped to
foster a sense of community at Saint
Mary’s and inform students about
the different aspects of mental
illnesses. Members of the student
body who participated in last week’s
activities are now better able to
recognize potential signs of mental
illness and know where to find help
and support.

IC: Planning for future development and growth of programs
continued from page 1
together to support each other. The
Dante Club is the oldest of the DOC
organizations.
Each year the clubs participate
in the Diversity Retreat in the
fall by sending representatives to
learn more about social justice
work to better run their diversity
organization with a more focused
intention. DOC clubs also put on
the annual Diversity Dance. The
dance is estimated to date back 1520 years ago. The representatives

continued from page 1
Hall; referred to Community Life
and CAPS
1:10 p.m.
10/07/2014
Incident: Theft
Synopsis: Missing cell phone from
Oliver Hall Cafeteria; referred to
Moraga PD
10/07/2014
6:20 p.m.
Incident: Information Only
Synopsis: Verbal argument by the
front gate; referred to Community
Life
10/07/2014
6:10 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook Violation
Synopsis: Attempts to obtain food
without payment & rude and disorderly conduct in Oliver Hall;
referred to Community Life
11:16 a.m.
10/08/2014
Incident: Medical call
Synopsis: Student feeling weak due
to low blood sugar in Dante Hall-escorted to Oliver Hall; referred
to Community Life and Health &
Wellness Center
3:15 p.m.
10/08/2014
Incident: Student Handbook Violation
Synopsis: Possession of prescription
medication without prescription
in Aquinas Hall; referred to Community Life and Moraga Police
Department

Time unknown
10/08/2014
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Burnt cookies set off alarm
in Freitas Hall; referred to Community Life and Facilities Services
10/09/2014
11:25 a.m.
Incident: Vehicle Accident- Non
Injury
Synopsis: Individuals exchanged
information after collisions near
Filippi; closed
10/09/2014
4:50 p.m.
Incident: Theft
Synopsis: Two economics books stolen from SMC bookstore; referred to
Moraga Police
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who work towards hosting an offcampus dance for the Saint Mary’s
community continue the tradition
this year on Nov. 21 at the Crowne
Plaza Hotel in Concord.
Cultural Nights and Cultural
Graduations fall under the IC’s
jurisdiction as well. Both were
previously run by what used to
be Academic Advising. There are
six cultural nights, with the oldest
belonging to Asian Cultural Night,
now going onto its 18th year. Black
Grad is the oldest cultural grad, and
this will be its 20th year.

And how is the IC celebrating all
these accomplishments over the
past 10 years? Every term, the IC
hosts a large event. This semester,
the IC co-sponsored last weekend’s
lecture by Dr. Cornell West. In
January or February, the IC hopes
to host a large dinner celebrating
student leaders and presenting
various awards. There is a social
justice fair in the tentative planning
stage for the spring semester. Each
month, the IC staff also picks the
top 10 social justice topics, which
can be books, activities, movies,

and quotes, and compiles them
into lists.
The list of IC accomplishments
is long and still growing. Fawcett is
particularly “proud of the growth
of the center” and notes that its
influence on the college seems
clear. Over the past six years, students have reported an increased
expression of value of the IC in the
campus climate survey. Be sure to
keep looking for IC programming
over the course of the year; they
have a lot to offer in honor of the
past 10 years of work.

CORNEL: Redefining what it means to truly work toward change

Crime Beat
08/15/2014
12:00 p.m.
Incident: SMC Property Damage
Synopsis: Damaged TV in Galileo
Hall; referred to ITS

stmaryscollegian.com

ing the profundity in them that is
often overlooked. It was all part of
his almost constant reworking of
the popular and easy to swallow
notion of the American identity to
something far more profound. He
wants to revert from the singular
isolated self to an identity woven
into an inescapable higher social
and spiritual architecture.
The talk was meant to not only
educate but also to provoke and
break down the traditional views
of the American identity. As he
began, Dr. West made clear his
intentions of unsettling the audience. He later explained that for

change to happen, people must
let some of the old ideas die. When
people change, a part of them
dies, making room for the new
part to be born. But because this
transformation can be painful,
as a society people tend to try to
ignore the necessity of death by
living in a fantasy of the fleeting
material world. They choose this
as opposed to the unending spiritual one, the short-term worldly
pleasures instead of lasting joy,
and the individual life of the self
instead of all of the other lives
around us.
In an interview with The Collegian before the lecture, Dr. West
explained some of the foundations

upon which he bases his ideas. The
calling for Dr. West, “was more
moral and spiritual than even
social justice and academic, as
a matter of trying to be a decent
human being, trying to learn how
to love and serve others…you connect the spiritual and the social,
the personal and the political, the
existential and the economic, it’s a
holistic understanding and it goes
right hand-in-hand with what Lasallian conceptions of what piety
and education are all about.” In
struggling with social injustices
and seemingly insurmountable
moral obstacles, he encouraged
individuals to “live a life that is
faithful to something bigger than

us rather than just [one that is]
successful in the eyes of society…
[to be] lured by something grander
which has moral content and rich
spiritual substance.” Many think
of Cornel West as a radical or as
a dangerous aggravator, but the
impression he left on the Saint
Mary’s Community is not anything that new or dangerous. In
reality, the whole event was a
revival of the Lasallian tradition
of education incorporating love,
kindness and fraternity among all
human beings. In a world where
competition dominates most
people’s daily lives, this is the kind
of discussion that can inspire hope
and a will to change for the better.

Campus
Calendar
Integral Lecture by Felicia
Martinez
Tuesday, October 14th
7:00-9:00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Felicia Martinez
(925)631-4157
LGBTQIA Luncheon
Wednesday, October 15th
1:00-2:30 p.m.
Soda Activity Center
Contact Gillian Cutshaw
(925)631-4193
Healthcare in the Hands of
Few
Thursday, October 16th
5:30-7:30 p.m.
Delphine Hall
Latin American Film Festival
Thursday, October 17th
6:30 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Professor Maria Luisa
Ruiz
mlruiz@stmarys-ca.edu
Leadership Studies Open
House
Saturday, October 18th
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Filippi Academic Hall
Contact leadership@stmarys-ca.
edu
SMC MFA at Litcrawl SF
Saturday, October 18th
6:00-7:00 p.m.
Bay Blend Coffee & Tea
1905 Mission Street, San Francisco
Contact Sara Mumolo
sm13@stmarys-ca.edu

CONDUCT: Policy encourages students to look out for their peers

Corrections

continued from page 1

In the Oct. 7, 2014 edition of
The Collegian, the article “LGBT
community kicks of PRIDE week”
misspelled “HIR” playwright Taylor Mac as Taylor Mak.
In the same issue, the article
“SMCares responds to cases of
sexual assault” neglected to mention Residential Experience as
part of the event’s marketing and
planning. The Collegian regrets
these errors.
If you see a mistake or would
like a clarification of something
that you see in The Collegian, email
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.

Megan Karbley, the Director
of Community Life, defines Category 1 as being in possession or
in a room where there is, or was,
alcohol and/or drugs. Category
2 is being intoxicated. The policy
will “technically be applied when
[the caller is] not visibly intoxicated.” The student who makes
the call can face disciplinary
consequences if they are intoxicated. The purpose of this policy
is to “promote students to care
for each other.” Cases where the
caller is also intoxicated will be
dealt with on a case-by-case basis.

The administrators want to be
clear that they are not promoting
drinking excessively or underage
drinking with this policy. While
they know that drinking, using

“I appreciate it. It
encourages my
friends and I to look
out for each other.”
drugs, and sexual assault occurs
on campus, they expect students
to be Good Samaritans by take
care of each other.
Dr. Evette Castillo Clark, Dean

of Students, wanted to implement
this policy and was one of the driving forces behind making it a reality. Many other colleges have this
policy, though it is usually known
as the Amnesty policy. Clark wants
to emphasize to the Saint Mary’s
community that students should
look out for each other. This
policy goes hand in hand with the
SMCares program.
Ariana Alvarez, the Resident
Advisor for the second floor of
Mitty Hall, believes that the policy
is going to have a positive impact
and that it shows how students
need to be compassionate. She
said,“Being a senior I appreciate

it. It encourages my friends and I
to look out for each other.”
Karbley and Alvarez are in
agreement that getting in trouble
should not hold a student back
from taking care of a friend who
needs help. Karbley said this
policy, “empowers students to
make the call.” Rather than being
afraid of the consequences, the
policy works to allow Saint Mary’s
community members to protect
each other. This year is essentially
a trial run. Administration will
be observing whether or not this
policy is effective in the coming
year. So far, there have not been
any major reports.

Planning an event?
Want it in The Collegian?
E-mail us with the details
of your event at:
smccollegian@gmail.com
or call for more information:
(925) 631-4279
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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“To act upon one’s convictions
while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people
when it wasn’t available before,
To offer those who want it,
a choice—”
—Ted Turner

ast Friday, I did something I
thought I would never do: succumb to peer pressure. No, Mom,
not the drug-related peer pressure. I signed up for Tinder. If
you don’t know what Tinder is, it
is because you live under a rock or
do not have the pleasure of being
deemed the Tinder guinea pig by
your well-meaning friends. Basically all you need to know is that
Tinder is a dating (read: hookup)
app you can download on your
smartphone. It has been a big
success all over the world because
signing up is easy — scarily easy.
When you download the app, it
links up with your Facebook account, syncing a few pictures and
your first name and age; then it is
up to you to add a snappy “About
You” and narrow down your age
and distance parameters. The app
compiles all available date targets
in your desired range and age;
then a parade flies beneath your
index finger where you can look
at their pictures, read their bios,
and either swipe left for “nope”
or right for “yes.” If your pick
has swiped right on you already,
or does so later, you become
“matched” and can chat.
The first thing I noticed was
that the men on Tinder must
have a secret checklist that they

Tinder can give you short-term ego boosts, but it lacks in genuine conversation and security.
(Courtesy of Jason Lee)

use when crafting their perfect,
girl-trapping profile. Picture with
a cute baby animal, especially a
puppy with a name like Buddy?
Check. Picture with a baby with
a corresponding note in the bio
that says it is your niece/nephew/
random baby you found on the
street? Check. Picture wearing
a bro tank standing before a
pristine lake in the wilderness?
Check. And then the bios: every
man on Tinder is a gym rat, a
clean eater, enjoys obscure beers,
and wants a girl who likes to have
fun, has a great sense of humor,
can hold a conversation, and is
easy going. With each nearly
identical profile I looked through,
I became increasingly wary of
who these people really were;
and increasingly worried of who I
was. If you are one of those people
who likes to claim that “you don’t
have a type, you love people for all
their great traits and not-so-great
traits,” then you will realize that
you are a liar because with every

swipe left and right it becomes
very clear that you have a type.
And then you realize that, just
like everyone else on the planet,
you are a little shallow.
After a while my friends realized that I had been swiping left
on every guy that showed up to
avoid a match, so my phone was
stolen. I soon found myself with a
group of matches and my matchmakers began instructing me on
the art of Tinder conversation:
“Tell him he has nice arms,” said
one friend. “Just write: Nice arms,
sir.” “What?!” I exclaimed, deciding I would need another beer.
“Just do it,” she said. So I did — I
can’t deny it.
That’s when I began to feel
really awkward about the whole
situation. In reality, if I was out
at a bar, would I walk up to a man
I did not know and, while shaking his hand to introduce myself,
start with “Nice arms, sir?” No
way. But this goes the other way,
too, because I began receiving

messages with the inevitable
winking emoji that plagues most
Tinder conversations. “Hello gorgeous,” wrote one guy. Another
was very straightforward: “You’re
really cute. How about you come
over to my place tonight?” I politely declined.
Look, it may be fun to get a
message that says you’re beautiful, especially when it has a
cheesy winky-face at the end.
And I will not deny that I did have
some normal and entertaining
conversations: one guy insisted
that we engage in a pun war since
I had put “enjoys bad puns” in my
bio while, at the same time, I talked about the NHL with another
guy. However, for the entire two
day period I had the app, I kept
wondering if the conversations
were genuine. Would someone
actually approach me in a public
setting with a “Hello beautiful,”
and would I actually respond to
that favorably?
You can call me old-fashioned
and tell me that the Jane Austen
era of courtship is over, but there
is something about that initial
contact — that first moment
of shy attraction — to actually
be in person. It was strange to
judge someone based off of a
small, heavily-Instagramed, two
dimensional picture — especially the next day when I could
take a clearer look and ponder if
that one guy was really 21, as he
claimed, or perhaps closer to 31.
And though the older generations
enjoy berating us millennials
for isolating ourselves behind
technology, in this case, I somewhat agree. There is worth in
direct, personal communication;
especially if you are looking for
something more than a hookup.

10/02/2014
9:15 p.m.
Incident: Hit and Run
Synopsis: Damage to right side of
vehicle in De La Salle Parking Lot;
suspended
10/04/2014
1:15 a.m.
Incident: Student Handbook Violation
Synopsis: Underage drinking and
possession of a weapon in North
Claeys; referred to Community Life
12:50 p.m.
10/04/2014
Incident: Medical Call
Synopsis: Visitor on campus suffered heat related emergency near
the Cross--no transport; referred to
Loss Prevention
10/05/2014
2:38 a.m.
Incident: Student Handbook Violation
Synopsis: Underage drinking--medical transport from Ageno A to John
Muir Hospital needed; referred to
Community Life and Health & Wellness Center
10/04/2014
2:00 p.m.
Incident: Theft
Synopsis: Missing Silver MacBook
Pro with Pink case taken from Justin

Hall; referred to Community Life
6:40 p.m.
10/05/2014
Incident: Medical Assist
Synopsis: Student twisted ankle in
Ageno East parking lot - transported
to Kaiser Hospital; referred to Community Life and Health & Wellness
8:00 p.m.
10/05/2014
Incident: Information Only
Synopsis: Possible verbal threat to
student during meditation in Justin
Hall; referred to Community Life
10/05/2014
12:40 p.m.
Incident: SMC Property Damage
Synopsis: Damage to rear bumper of
facilities bus in Napa; referred to Facilities Services & Loss Prevention
Time unknown
10/05/2014
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Possible malicious pull
of fire alarm in Ageno C; referred
to Community Life and Facilities
Services
10/07/2014
11:30 a.m.
Incident: Personal Property Damage
Synopsis: Wild turkey damaged car
on San Miguel Road between North
and South Claeys; closed
10/06/2014
9:00 a.m.
Incident: Information
Synopsis: Welfare check in Freitas
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CAPS raises awareness regarding mental health issues

Speakers, movies, and questionnaires help students understand mental illness
by Sofia Jeremias
Assistant News Editor
Last week, mental health advocates across the nation reached
out to their communities and colleagues to spread awareness and
support about mental illness for
the 24th year in a row as a part of
National Illness Awareness Week
(NIAW). The Saint Mary’s College
community, led by the Counseling
Center and Psychological Services
(CAPS) program, has also joined in
this effort to promote mental health
and reach out to its students concerning problems of mental illness.
The week kicked off Monday
in Hagerty Lounge, with a film
festival that went from 1-2:30 p.m.
Movies for mental health were
played aimed at “de-stigmatizing
mental illness through film.” After
the event a discussion took place
where students were able to further
question and understand the issues
presented in the program.
On Wednesday, during com-

munity time, Sean Campbell took
the stage in Ferroggiaro Quad to
present a talk titled “You Are Not
Alone.” Campbell explained that he
hoped the event, “will make it easier
to discuss mental health.” He went
on to speak about his own experiences dealing with mental illness in
a world where the very notion was
deeply stigmatized. He explained
that in his town “people were either
functional or dysfunctional...They
did not account for [the] gray areas
of life.”
Campbell recalled struggling
with his father’s inability to cope
with bipolar disorder, alcoholism,
and stress — which ultimately led to
violence and suicide. His own tragic
experiences led him to “become
educated about what was happening in my home.”
The pathway to understanding
mental illness inspired Campbell to
take on public speaking, a platform
where he could share the knowledge
that helped him cope with his own
mental well-being. He explained

that “everyday I have been negotiating with mental health.” Mental
illness is not something that only
occurs to people destined to be sent
off to insane asylums, it can be as
simple as “disruptions of feelings,
thoughts, emotions, and moods that
challenge our ability to cope with
the demands of everyday life.”
Campbell told the audience that
“we all can have some baseline way
to relate to mental illness,” and “we
all need to address our mental illness on a daily basis.”
However, he clarified that every
experience dealing with mental
illness is different and thus every
diagnosis cannot be dealt with in
the same way. Some people need
therapy while others need the aid
of medication; the important thing
is not to assume everyone with depression or other types of mental illness need the same kind treatment.
Campbell concluded the speech
with a definition: “Strength is being
able to address all our vulnerabilities, it’s being able to deal with tough

personal issues.”
The following day, National Depression Screening Day, puppies
(such as corgis and golden retrievers) were played with and questionnaires were filled out in Ferroggiaro
Quad. Students played with the
dogs brought by the Animal Rescue
Foundation (ARF) to relieve stress
and provide comfort. Others filled
out questionnaires that asked about
appetite, energy levels, sleep patterns, and various conditions that
can be the result of depression and
anxiety. After students filled out the
questionnaires they were scored
and met with counselors to discuss
their results.
The week as a whole helped to
foster a sense of community at Saint
Mary’s and inform students about
the different aspects of mental
illnesses. Members of the student
body who participated in last week’s
activities are now better able to
recognize potential signs of mental
illness and know where to find help
and support.

IC: Planning for future development and growth of programs
continued from page 1
together to support each other. The
Dante Club is the oldest of the DOC
organizations.
Each year the clubs participate
in the Diversity Retreat in the
fall by sending representatives to
learn more about social justice
work to better run their diversity
organization with a more focused
intention. DOC clubs also put on
the annual Diversity Dance. The
dance is estimated to date back 1520 years ago. The representatives

continued from page 1
Hall; referred to Community Life
and CAPS
1:10 p.m.
10/07/2014
Incident: Theft
Synopsis: Missing cell phone from
Oliver Hall Cafeteria; referred to
Moraga PD
10/07/2014
6:20 p.m.
Incident: Information Only
Synopsis: Verbal argument by the
front gate; referred to Community
Life
10/07/2014
6:10 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook Violation
Synopsis: Attempts to obtain food
without payment & rude and disorderly conduct in Oliver Hall;
referred to Community Life
11:16 a.m.
10/08/2014
Incident: Medical call
Synopsis: Student feeling weak due
to low blood sugar in Dante Hall-escorted to Oliver Hall; referred
to Community Life and Health &
Wellness Center
3:15 p.m.
10/08/2014
Incident: Student Handbook Violation
Synopsis: Possession of prescription
medication without prescription
in Aquinas Hall; referred to Community Life and Moraga Police
Department

Time unknown
10/08/2014
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Burnt cookies set off alarm
in Freitas Hall; referred to Community Life and Facilities Services
10/09/2014
11:25 a.m.
Incident: Vehicle Accident- Non
Injury
Synopsis: Individuals exchanged
information after collisions near
Filippi; closed
10/09/2014
4:50 p.m.
Incident: Theft
Synopsis: Two economics books stolen from SMC bookstore; referred to
Moraga Police
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who work towards hosting an offcampus dance for the Saint Mary’s
community continue the tradition
this year on Nov. 21 at the Crowne
Plaza Hotel in Concord.
Cultural Nights and Cultural
Graduations fall under the IC’s
jurisdiction as well. Both were
previously run by what used to
be Academic Advising. There are
six cultural nights, with the oldest
belonging to Asian Cultural Night,
now going onto its 18th year. Black
Grad is the oldest cultural grad, and
this will be its 20th year.

And how is the IC celebrating all
these accomplishments over the
past 10 years? Every term, the IC
hosts a large event. This semester,
the IC co-sponsored last weekend’s
lecture by Dr. Cornell West. In
January or February, the IC hopes
to host a large dinner celebrating
student leaders and presenting
various awards. There is a social
justice fair in the tentative planning
stage for the spring semester. Each
month, the IC staff also picks the
top 10 social justice topics, which
can be books, activities, movies,

and quotes, and compiles them
into lists.
The list of IC accomplishments
is long and still growing. Fawcett is
particularly “proud of the growth
of the center” and notes that its
influence on the college seems
clear. Over the past six years, students have reported an increased
expression of value of the IC in the
campus climate survey. Be sure to
keep looking for IC programming
over the course of the year; they
have a lot to offer in honor of the
past 10 years of work.

CORNEL: Redefining what it means to truly work toward change

Crime Beat
08/15/2014
12:00 p.m.
Incident: SMC Property Damage
Synopsis: Damaged TV in Galileo
Hall; referred to ITS

stmaryscollegian.com

ing the profundity in them that is
often overlooked. It was all part of
his almost constant reworking of
the popular and easy to swallow
notion of the American identity to
something far more profound. He
wants to revert from the singular
isolated self to an identity woven
into an inescapable higher social
and spiritual architecture.
The talk was meant to not only
educate but also to provoke and
break down the traditional views
of the American identity. As he
began, Dr. West made clear his
intentions of unsettling the audience. He later explained that for

change to happen, people must
let some of the old ideas die. When
people change, a part of them
dies, making room for the new
part to be born. But because this
transformation can be painful,
as a society people tend to try to
ignore the necessity of death by
living in a fantasy of the fleeting
material world. They choose this
as opposed to the unending spiritual one, the short-term worldly
pleasures instead of lasting joy,
and the individual life of the self
instead of all of the other lives
around us.
In an interview with The Collegian before the lecture, Dr. West
explained some of the foundations

upon which he bases his ideas. The
calling for Dr. West, “was more
moral and spiritual than even
social justice and academic, as
a matter of trying to be a decent
human being, trying to learn how
to love and serve others…you connect the spiritual and the social,
the personal and the political, the
existential and the economic, it’s a
holistic understanding and it goes
right hand-in-hand with what Lasallian conceptions of what piety
and education are all about.” In
struggling with social injustices
and seemingly insurmountable
moral obstacles, he encouraged
individuals to “live a life that is
faithful to something bigger than

us rather than just [one that is]
successful in the eyes of society…
[to be] lured by something grander
which has moral content and rich
spiritual substance.” Many think
of Cornel West as a radical or as
a dangerous aggravator, but the
impression he left on the Saint
Mary’s Community is not anything that new or dangerous. In
reality, the whole event was a
revival of the Lasallian tradition
of education incorporating love,
kindness and fraternity among all
human beings. In a world where
competition dominates most
people’s daily lives, this is the kind
of discussion that can inspire hope
and a will to change for the better.

Campus
Calendar
Integral Lecture by Felicia
Martinez
Tuesday, October 14th
7:00-9:00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Felicia Martinez
(925)631-4157
LGBTQIA Luncheon
Wednesday, October 15th
1:00-2:30 p.m.
Soda Activity Center
Contact Gillian Cutshaw
(925)631-4193
Healthcare in the Hands of
Few
Thursday, October 16th
5:30-7:30 p.m.
Delphine Hall
Latin American Film Festival
Thursday, October 17th
6:30 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Professor Maria Luisa
Ruiz
mlruiz@stmarys-ca.edu
Leadership Studies Open
House
Saturday, October 18th
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Filippi Academic Hall
Contact leadership@stmarys-ca.
edu
SMC MFA at Litcrawl SF
Saturday, October 18th
6:00-7:00 p.m.
Bay Blend Coffee & Tea
1905 Mission Street, San Francisco
Contact Sara Mumolo
sm13@stmarys-ca.edu

CONDUCT: Policy encourages students to look out for their peers

Corrections

continued from page 1

In the Oct. 7, 2014 edition of
The Collegian, the article “LGBT
community kicks of PRIDE week”
misspelled “HIR” playwright Taylor Mac as Taylor Mak.
In the same issue, the article
“SMCares responds to cases of
sexual assault” neglected to mention Residential Experience as
part of the event’s marketing and
planning. The Collegian regrets
these errors.
If you see a mistake or would
like a clarification of something
that you see in The Collegian, email
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.

Megan Karbley, the Director
of Community Life, defines Category 1 as being in possession or
in a room where there is, or was,
alcohol and/or drugs. Category
2 is being intoxicated. The policy
will “technically be applied when
[the caller is] not visibly intoxicated.” The student who makes
the call can face disciplinary
consequences if they are intoxicated. The purpose of this policy
is to “promote students to care
for each other.” Cases where the
caller is also intoxicated will be
dealt with on a case-by-case basis.

The administrators want to be
clear that they are not promoting
drinking excessively or underage
drinking with this policy. While
they know that drinking, using

“I appreciate it. It
encourages my
friends and I to look
out for each other.”
drugs, and sexual assault occurs
on campus, they expect students
to be Good Samaritans by take
care of each other.
Dr. Evette Castillo Clark, Dean

of Students, wanted to implement
this policy and was one of the driving forces behind making it a reality. Many other colleges have this
policy, though it is usually known
as the Amnesty policy. Clark wants
to emphasize to the Saint Mary’s
community that students should
look out for each other. This
policy goes hand in hand with the
SMCares program.
Ariana Alvarez, the Resident
Advisor for the second floor of
Mitty Hall, believes that the policy
is going to have a positive impact
and that it shows how students
need to be compassionate. She
said,“Being a senior I appreciate

it. It encourages my friends and I
to look out for each other.”
Karbley and Alvarez are in
agreement that getting in trouble
should not hold a student back
from taking care of a friend who
needs help. Karbley said this
policy, “empowers students to
make the call.” Rather than being
afraid of the consequences, the
policy works to allow Saint Mary’s
community members to protect
each other. This year is essentially
a trial run. Administration will
be observing whether or not this
policy is effective in the coming
year. So far, there have not been
any major reports.

Planning an event?
Want it in The Collegian?
E-mail us with the details
of your event at:
smccollegian@gmail.com
or call for more information:
(925) 631-4279
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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Four essential yet simple fashion trends to fall-ow this season

Saint Mary’s fall production preview: “Anyone Can Whistle”

by Anna DeMaria
Contributing Writer

by Brandon English
Staff Writer

The latest designs and trends have been sorted through and the picks are in.
From styles picked off the runways of leading designers to fashion blogs around the
world, these are styles you won’t want to miss this upcoming fall season.

We wear
pink
May it be cotton candy pink
or full-on fuchsia, it has
been noted that pink is the
accent color of the season.

Play it
up with
patterns

Upscale
patterns

Patterned, long-sleeve blouses,
reversible vests, and super
skinny jeans have been
spotted when it comes to
the latest fall trends. Floral
has not been ruled out, but
confettis, paisleys and even
animal skins are making more
of a comeback. Mix patterns
together for a fun, layered look.

A classic, button-up dress
shirt with a twist and a
slimming pencil skirt for a
touch of timeless fashion are
professional and practical
choices for fall. Wear it to
the office or for a night out
after work. Add a white coat
that gives a cool balance of
femininity and a modern edge.

Cozy yet
cool

by Jose Basulto
Staff Writer

All images courtesy of ladysavant.com

Run to see “Maze Runner” Yik Yak takes over SMC as a way to chit chat
by Nikki Munsayac
Contributing Writer
“The Maze Runner,” by James
Dashner, is the first book of his
trilogy, “The Maze Runner Series.”
The film adaptation hit theaters on
Sept. 19. If you are a fan of Dylan
O’Brien, a.k.a. Stiles from Teen
Wolf, you will definitely fall in love
with this film. And if you have not
seen the movie yet, warning: this
review has a few spoilers.
At the beginning of the movie, the lead character, played by
O’Brien, finds himself inside an
elevator in the that brings him up
to a crowd of boys. He tries to run
away and eventually trips in embarrassment. He has no memory of
anything, including his own name;
however, in a later scene, O’Brien
realizes that his name is Thomas.
Later on, Thomas meets the
leader of the group of boys, Alby,
who explains to Thomas exactly
where they are and the rules of
how they live. The boys are located
in a place called the Glade, which
is a large, open field surrounded
by stone walls of a maze that open
and close during certain times
of the day. The rules of living in
the Glade are to do their tasks
and make sure that nobody goes
beyond the stone walls, unless
their task is to be a runner. Runners goes into the maze and try to

search for an exit from the maze
before sundown. Sadly, the boys
have been stranded at the Glade
for three years and have yet to find
a way to escape.
In a way, the boys are like a family: they provide for one another
and respect each other. They follow the rules to avoid punishment.
But things start to change the
moment Thomas arrives, as extraordinary events begin to occur.
People get poisoned by Grievers,
which are mechanical monsters
that live in the maze. Thomas runs
into the maze and gets trapped in
with a runner, Minho, and Alby.
There is a rumor that no one survives a night trapped in the maze,
but somehow Thomas, Minho,
and Alby do. More catastrophic
events happen up to the point
when Thomas eventually leads
almost everyone out of the Glade.
Towards the film’s end, the group
realizes finds that escaping from
the Glade is just the beginning.
If you are not familiar with the
book, then you probably will not
like the ending. Had it not been for
Thomas, the people at the Glade
probably would have stayed there
for a few more years or until the
Grievers killed them all. The movie
also proves that if you are passionate about something, pursue
it, for your hard work will pay off
in the end.

Your anonymous thoughts can now be shared with the community
by Ashwin Srinivasan
Contributing Writer
Yik Yak rhymes with chit-chat —
and for good reason. It’s a mobile
application that fulfills our need to
gossip, or yik-yak, about others. It
was designed primarily for college
campuses as a way to anonymously
post thoughts about friends, professors, crushes, and campus life
in general.
In many ways, it is now fulfilling
what the infamous SMC Confessions Facebook page sought to do,
and it is here that Yik Yak may have
won a small victory for those who
love freedom of expression. SMC
Confessions drew controversy
for offensive and libelous comments. Obviously, those types of
comments are unacceptable and
deserve universal condemnation.
But does that warrant taking down
the page?
Because Saint Mary’s College
is a private institution, it has ultimate power over its domain, and
that includes the websites that
students access. But I don’t think
Saint Mary’s has the power to
control apps that students download on their phones. And if you
peruse the comments that people
post on Yik Yak, you will find that
they are very gosippy, blunt, and
open. One thing that I think gives

the app more merit is the fact that
comments are anonymous. People
have observations to make about
others on campus, and they fulfill
their need to vent with Yik Yak. It’s
a tribute to the power and importance of free speech.
The comments I’ve read on
Yik Yak are often hilarious and
sometimes thoughtful, and none
I’ve seen so far make reference to
individual people. I think people

We should refuse
the temptation to be
hasty in condemning
an app which
potentially offers
a lot of interesting
possibilities for
students to express
themselves.
are smart enough not to post comments about individuals because
it would be obvious who posted
it. According to the Daily Dot,
some high schools have gone so
far as to ban Yik Yak. The counterargument that people raise to proponents of Yik Yak is that it allows
people to post mean comments
about others. But then, so does

from a mental hospital escape in
efforts to experience the miracle of
the rock. Fay Apple and J. Bowden
Hapgood, played by Olivia Hass
and Oliver Reyes, who is also a staff
writer at The Collegian, try to expose
the corrupt mayor and bring order
to the town.
Actors eagerly rehearse Sunday

Courtesy of Michael Cook

through Thursday from 6-10 p.m.,
perfecting their singing, dancing,
and acting skills. With a great deal
of chemistry, the ensemble of actors creates an environment of funloving energy that allows them to be
silly and to take on any challenge.
Sondheim has a history of writing difficult scores and scripts, and

Midterm break an opportunity to explore the area

Have your own fall fashion tips?
Send them in to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com
with the subject line “Fashion.”

Perfect for a quick night out
on the town or a glass of wine
by the fire, comfy sweaters and
jackets are always an essential
for fall. Get creative with
scoopneck or asymmetrical
pullover sweaters, extralarge cardigans, and brightcolored infinity scarves.

Scandal, music, and comedy come
to campus with the Saint Mary’s
fall production of “Anyone Can
Whistle.” The Saint Mary’s Performing Arts Department brings Stephen
Sondheim’s “Anyone Can Whistle”
back to life. The satirical musical
first premiered on April 4, 1964 at the
Majestic Theatre in New York City.
Director Frank Murray has updated
the show into a more modern version, set in 2009, that comments on
political issues such as the recession.
“Anyone Can Whistle” tells the
tale of Mayoress Cora Hoover Hooper, played by Quinci Waller, whose
self-interests cause her town to go
bankrupt. In hopes to overshadow
the bankruptcy of the town, Mayoress Hooper fakes a miracle of
water coming from a rock to raise
her credibility of leadership and to
bring in tourists. Chaos trickles its
way through the town as patients

the actors have worked hard diligently since the beginning of the
school year to ensure a good show.
Ensemble member Sonia Bradley
said, “It’s a lot of work. The show in
general is very challenging, but who
doesn’t love to do a big song and
dance number?”
Aside from learning lines, songs,
and dances, the actors must have a
good grasp on the social issues present in the show and the story’s larger
message. Director Frank Murray
makes a connection with the town’s
bankruptcy and the 2009 Mortgage
Crisis: “I am updating the show to
2009 because I see a lot of parallels
between what the show was talking
about then and what’s going on now.”
The satirical musical invites comedic
character work and also opens up the
conversation about how the issues of
gender, race, and economic struggle
are still applicable to modern day.
In recent years, the Saint Mary’s
College Theatre Department has
had a track record of putting up more

Facebook and so did Myspace. Furthermore, people say mean things
about each other in the privacy of
their rooms all the time. The key
is not to blame the app but figure
out ways to confront bullying and
meanness in person rather than
trying to ban certain websites.
There’s always a balance to
be struck between allowing free
speech for all and setting restrictions when people’s speech becomes offensive to others. However, I think that leaning on the side
of free speech for all with very few
exceptions is the better course of
action because free speech can be
used as an effective defense against
bullying and meanness. Also, college students are, for the most
part, not yet fully mature adults.
You would almost expect a little
immaturity in their behavior, especially on mobile applications in
which one can hide their identity.
Yik Yak is here to stay. We
should think about these issues
regarding free speech and other
people’s right to respect with
critical yet open minds. We should
also refuse the temptation to be
hasty in condemning an app which
potentially offers a lot of interesting possibilities for students to
express themselves. Ultimately,
the opinion is yours, so try out Yik
Yak for yourself.

It’s that time in the semester
when students can hopefully say
they have finally settled into a routine. Lots of students are comfortable with classes and other parts
of their weekly schedules, while
others are anxiously waiting the
break. Whatever the case, there’s
good news: we all get a breather.
With homework, campus activities, working off or on-campus,
student organizations, internships, sports, and more, it’s safe
to say that although Oct. 23–26
seems like a short amount of
time, it will definitely be rewarding. I know that there are many
activities I miss from summer that
I can indulge in during the break.
Whether you are a homebody or a
party-goer, here are some suggestions for midterm break:
First, reward yourself with a

nice meal. How many times do we
go to Oliver Hall in between classes? How many times do most of us
not even have time to go out and
get a bite to eat during the week?
It’s important to acknowledge
our eating habits, and rewarding
ourselves with a nice meal with
our family or friends is a great way
to enjoy an afternoon or start off
the day with an amazing breakfast.
Jupiter in Berkeley has a great
menu, filled with amazing ItalianAmerican classics that make this a
must-try.
Revival Kitchen + Bar, also in
Berkeley, is gaining popularity
with their tasty cocktails. Happy
hour runs Tuesday through Friday
from 3–6 p.m. and Sundays from
8 p.m. until closing. Draft pints
are $1 off, while cocktails du jours
are just $7. House wines are also
$5 a glass.
Roam Artisan Burgers in Lafayette is the talk of the town. This

burger joint recently opened up,
and it is as delicious as can be.
There are various activities going on around the city. If anything,
a casual shopping trip around
downtown SF or a hipster outing
in the Haight Ashbury neighborhood can be the perfect fix. Enlighten your creative palette by
checking out the deYoung Museum, exploring the diverse streets
of the Mission, and indulging at
great authentic restaurants. Grab
a delicious meal at Pizza Delfina
on 18th St. or snack on homemade
ice cream at Birite on Dolores St.
A great way to spend a Saturday
afternoon is people-watching
and sun-bathing at Dolores Park.
Although half of the park is under
construction, the mixed vibe of
college students, families, and funloving people will definitely make
you feel at home in San Francisco.
Go on a run—okay, maybe leave
this one for Sunday morning or

afternoon after we all catch up
on sleep. There’s nothing more
motivational and beautiful than
exercising in the fall. It’s a great
way to clear your head, get your
workout for the day, and enjoy
some good music. It makes you
feel good about yourself.
As for movies, there are plenty
of new releases worth seeing. One
of the most recently talked-about
film is Seth Rogen and Zac Efron’s
“Neighbors,” out on DVD now.
“Gone Girl,” in theaters now, has
also gotten a great deal of attention. Catch up on your favorite
television series, especially now
that Netflix has so many great
shows available for streaming.
Whatever you choose to do over
the break, the most important
piece of advice is to take the time
to relax from school so you can
return to Saint Mary’s rejuvenated
and ready for the second half of the
semester.

Super Smash Bros. now in the palm of your hands
by Reed Cornish
Staff Writer
Super Smash Bros. has been the
go-to Nintendo fighting game ever
since its debut on the Nintendo 64 in
1999. Its frantic, frenzied game-play
combined with a colorful selection
of characters has made the series
into the fan favorite that it is today.
Fast-forward to 2014, and we are
now graced with the first portable
iteration in the series, Super Smash
Bros. for 3DS. This was a bold move
for Nintendo, but did it pay off?
In short, yes. The game is extremely fun and as addictive as ever
but feels tweaked in many ways;
there are also a few issues that, while
not deal-breakers, are still worth
considering.
The game runs at a solid 60
frames per second at all times,
which is really impressive given the
limitations of the 3DS system. The
only real performance or graphical
errors occur in online mode and in
large maps with four players. The
latter has been a persistent problem
for the whole Smash Bros. series, but
it is most apparent with the small

3DS screen. On stages with a lot of
players, the camera zooms out too
far, and it makes it difficult to see
your character, which is a drag.
Nintendo provided a few small fixes
to rectify this, though, including an
option to increase outlines on the
characters as well as a box that can
be put around your character. These
aren’t enough to solve this issue, but
they definitely help.
The heart and soul of Super
Smash Bros. is the roster of characters and the different stages, as
they serve as a love letter to all things
Nintendo; in this realm, the game
delivers. The roster has a massive 51
characters once all are unlocked and
a respectable 35 stages, all of which
pay tribute to Nintendo’s vast and
rich gaming history. The roster in
particular is hugely impressive, as
most of the new characters in this
game feel unique and some characters like Robin and Shulk have
strategies completely new to the
series. Sadly, there are a still a few
characters who are slightly modified
versions of other characters, but the
positive far outweighs the negative
in this regard.

The most advertised new mode
for this version, Smash Run, is more
of a mixed bag. Players are put on a
large map filled with various Nintendo enemies, and they have five
minutes to collect power-ups and
participate in various challenges. At
the end of the time, the player is put
into a random challenge; this can
range from a simple fight to jumping up a tower as fast as possible to
beating the most amount of baddies
compared to other players. This
mode can be played with friends
over local wireless but not online,
which is a huge loss, as the mode
itself is pretty fun. The one thing
missing is seeing the other players
mid-match. During the five minute
dungeon crawl, you can see the
other computer or human players
on a map, but they cannot be seen,
let alone interacted with at all, which
feels very awkward. Attacking other
players to steal power-ups would
add to the re-playability of the mode,
as how it stands the appeal only lasts
so long.
I also have mixed feelings about
the online mode to the game, but
I lean toward the positive on this

aspect. In the previous Smash Bros.
game, the online mode was clunky
and laggy, and while lag is still present in this version, the organization
of the online mode is great. Players
can choose between battles with
registered friends or random people, as always, but when they choose
random, they can pick from the options “For Glory” or “For Fun.” The
former has all items available and
allows for all stages, making it great
for casual chaotic games, while the
latter turns off items and only allows
for “Omega” versions of each stage,
which are essentially flat surfaces
free from hazards, perfect for those
who want a purely skill-based duel.
These streamline the online mode
and help to satisfy both hardcore
and casual gaming fans, which is
great.
Super Smash Bros. for 3DS is
a wonderful experiment for Nintendo and a must-have for any 3DS
owner. The transition to portable
comes with faults, but these are
overshadowed by the sheer fact you
can now play Super Smash Bros. on
the go, whenever you wish. Happy
Smashing!

dark shows like “Spring Awakening,” “Antigone(s),” and “A Lie of the
Mind,” but has chosen to go in a more
comedic direction. When asked
about what to expect of the show,
Oliver Reyes said, “It’ll make you
laugh. It’ll make you cry. It’ll make
you laugh a lot.” Director Franks
Murray says to expect “Vivid characters, a lot of fun and energy, strong
singing, comedy and romance, and
big chase scene.”
The Saint Mary’s Performing Arts
Department opens up its doors for
“Anyone Can Whistle” on Oct. 30 at
8:00 p.m., and the show runs until
Nov. 9, with a Sunday performance
at 2 p.m. at LeFevre Theatre. Tickets
are $15 for general admission and
$10 for Saint Mary’s students with
IDs. There is also a two-for-one
special for the opening and closing
shows for SMC students. Tickets
are available at the theater’s box
office, by calling extension 4670, or
at http://www.brownpapertickets.
com/event/882574.

“Cheek to
Cheek” is
timeless
by Isabella Hall
Contributing Writer
Tony Bennett and Lady Gaga
released their collaborative jazz
album “Cheek to Cheek” on Sept.
23. It features classic songs previously recorded by jazz icons such
as Frank Sinatra, Freddy Cole, and
Ella Fitzgerald, among others. The
two artists were inspired to share
these classic songs with younger
generations, since they believe that
the tracks have a universal appeal.
The two artists’ contrasting styles
offer new insight to the music of
our generation as well as to the that
of our parents. The album brings
vintage sounds to new ears, while
Lady Gaga gives older listeners an
appreciation for a more modern
sound.
Tony Bennett remains in his
element with this new album. He
stays true to his popular standard
by singing the best jazz songs in his
warm, husky tenor. His reputation
for delivering spontaneity to bring
out the melodies and lyrics from
well-known songs precedes him as
effectively as ever.
Lady Gaga, on the other hand,
presents herself in a way we have
never seen before. She proves that
she can actually sing. Stripped
from all the theatrics and electronic aspects of her normal material,
listeners are finally given verification of her true talent and range.
The queen of little monsters proves
that she can be sophisticated when
she chooses too. Gaga, who typically thrives on spectacle, opted
for a subtle modern twist on classic
songs; however, she maintains modernity while still adhering to the
aura of these classic tracks.
These two voices complement
each other and mesh together
almost seamlessly. The dramatic
“I Won’t Dance” has a perfectly
executed harmony, while “The
Lady Is A Tramp” is complimented
by their opposing personalities
and styles. Overall, the album is
interesting and entertaining for
both new and old listeners.
Grade: A-
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Four essential yet simple fashion trends to fall-ow this season

Saint Mary’s fall production preview: “Anyone Can Whistle”

by Anna DeMaria
Contributing Writer

by Brandon English
Staff Writer

The latest designs and trends have been sorted through and the picks are in.
From styles picked off the runways of leading designers to fashion blogs around the
world, these are styles you won’t want to miss this upcoming fall season.

We wear
pink
May it be cotton candy pink
or full-on fuchsia, it has
been noted that pink is the
accent color of the season.

Play it
up with
patterns

Upscale
patterns

Patterned, long-sleeve blouses,
reversible vests, and super
skinny jeans have been
spotted when it comes to
the latest fall trends. Floral
has not been ruled out, but
confettis, paisleys and even
animal skins are making more
of a comeback. Mix patterns
together for a fun, layered look.

A classic, button-up dress
shirt with a twist and a
slimming pencil skirt for a
touch of timeless fashion are
professional and practical
choices for fall. Wear it to
the office or for a night out
after work. Add a white coat
that gives a cool balance of
femininity and a modern edge.

Cozy yet
cool

by Jose Basulto
Staff Writer

All images courtesy of ladysavant.com

Run to see “Maze Runner” Yik Yak takes over SMC as a way to chit chat
by Nikki Munsayac
Contributing Writer
“The Maze Runner,” by James
Dashner, is the first book of his
trilogy, “The Maze Runner Series.”
The film adaptation hit theaters on
Sept. 19. If you are a fan of Dylan
O’Brien, a.k.a. Stiles from Teen
Wolf, you will definitely fall in love
with this film. And if you have not
seen the movie yet, warning: this
review has a few spoilers.
At the beginning of the movie, the lead character, played by
O’Brien, finds himself inside an
elevator in the that brings him up
to a crowd of boys. He tries to run
away and eventually trips in embarrassment. He has no memory of
anything, including his own name;
however, in a later scene, O’Brien
realizes that his name is Thomas.
Later on, Thomas meets the
leader of the group of boys, Alby,
who explains to Thomas exactly
where they are and the rules of
how they live. The boys are located
in a place called the Glade, which
is a large, open field surrounded
by stone walls of a maze that open
and close during certain times
of the day. The rules of living in
the Glade are to do their tasks
and make sure that nobody goes
beyond the stone walls, unless
their task is to be a runner. Runners goes into the maze and try to

search for an exit from the maze
before sundown. Sadly, the boys
have been stranded at the Glade
for three years and have yet to find
a way to escape.
In a way, the boys are like a family: they provide for one another
and respect each other. They follow the rules to avoid punishment.
But things start to change the
moment Thomas arrives, as extraordinary events begin to occur.
People get poisoned by Grievers,
which are mechanical monsters
that live in the maze. Thomas runs
into the maze and gets trapped in
with a runner, Minho, and Alby.
There is a rumor that no one survives a night trapped in the maze,
but somehow Thomas, Minho,
and Alby do. More catastrophic
events happen up to the point
when Thomas eventually leads
almost everyone out of the Glade.
Towards the film’s end, the group
realizes finds that escaping from
the Glade is just the beginning.
If you are not familiar with the
book, then you probably will not
like the ending. Had it not been for
Thomas, the people at the Glade
probably would have stayed there
for a few more years or until the
Grievers killed them all. The movie
also proves that if you are passionate about something, pursue
it, for your hard work will pay off
in the end.

Your anonymous thoughts can now be shared with the community
by Ashwin Srinivasan
Contributing Writer
Yik Yak rhymes with chit-chat —
and for good reason. It’s a mobile
application that fulfills our need to
gossip, or yik-yak, about others. It
was designed primarily for college
campuses as a way to anonymously
post thoughts about friends, professors, crushes, and campus life
in general.
In many ways, it is now fulfilling
what the infamous SMC Confessions Facebook page sought to do,
and it is here that Yik Yak may have
won a small victory for those who
love freedom of expression. SMC
Confessions drew controversy
for offensive and libelous comments. Obviously, those types of
comments are unacceptable and
deserve universal condemnation.
But does that warrant taking down
the page?
Because Saint Mary’s College
is a private institution, it has ultimate power over its domain, and
that includes the websites that
students access. But I don’t think
Saint Mary’s has the power to
control apps that students download on their phones. And if you
peruse the comments that people
post on Yik Yak, you will find that
they are very gosippy, blunt, and
open. One thing that I think gives

the app more merit is the fact that
comments are anonymous. People
have observations to make about
others on campus, and they fulfill
their need to vent with Yik Yak. It’s
a tribute to the power and importance of free speech.
The comments I’ve read on
Yik Yak are often hilarious and
sometimes thoughtful, and none
I’ve seen so far make reference to
individual people. I think people

We should refuse
the temptation to be
hasty in condemning
an app which
potentially offers
a lot of interesting
possibilities for
students to express
themselves.
are smart enough not to post comments about individuals because
it would be obvious who posted
it. According to the Daily Dot,
some high schools have gone so
far as to ban Yik Yak. The counterargument that people raise to proponents of Yik Yak is that it allows
people to post mean comments
about others. But then, so does

from a mental hospital escape in
efforts to experience the miracle of
the rock. Fay Apple and J. Bowden
Hapgood, played by Olivia Hass
and Oliver Reyes, who is also a staff
writer at The Collegian, try to expose
the corrupt mayor and bring order
to the town.
Actors eagerly rehearse Sunday

Courtesy of Michael Cook

through Thursday from 6-10 p.m.,
perfecting their singing, dancing,
and acting skills. With a great deal
of chemistry, the ensemble of actors creates an environment of funloving energy that allows them to be
silly and to take on any challenge.
Sondheim has a history of writing difficult scores and scripts, and

Midterm break an opportunity to explore the area

Have your own fall fashion tips?
Send them in to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com
with the subject line “Fashion.”

Perfect for a quick night out
on the town or a glass of wine
by the fire, comfy sweaters and
jackets are always an essential
for fall. Get creative with
scoopneck or asymmetrical
pullover sweaters, extralarge cardigans, and brightcolored infinity scarves.

Scandal, music, and comedy come
to campus with the Saint Mary’s
fall production of “Anyone Can
Whistle.” The Saint Mary’s Performing Arts Department brings Stephen
Sondheim’s “Anyone Can Whistle”
back to life. The satirical musical
first premiered on April 4, 1964 at the
Majestic Theatre in New York City.
Director Frank Murray has updated
the show into a more modern version, set in 2009, that comments on
political issues such as the recession.
“Anyone Can Whistle” tells the
tale of Mayoress Cora Hoover Hooper, played by Quinci Waller, whose
self-interests cause her town to go
bankrupt. In hopes to overshadow
the bankruptcy of the town, Mayoress Hooper fakes a miracle of
water coming from a rock to raise
her credibility of leadership and to
bring in tourists. Chaos trickles its
way through the town as patients

the actors have worked hard diligently since the beginning of the
school year to ensure a good show.
Ensemble member Sonia Bradley
said, “It’s a lot of work. The show in
general is very challenging, but who
doesn’t love to do a big song and
dance number?”
Aside from learning lines, songs,
and dances, the actors must have a
good grasp on the social issues present in the show and the story’s larger
message. Director Frank Murray
makes a connection with the town’s
bankruptcy and the 2009 Mortgage
Crisis: “I am updating the show to
2009 because I see a lot of parallels
between what the show was talking
about then and what’s going on now.”
The satirical musical invites comedic
character work and also opens up the
conversation about how the issues of
gender, race, and economic struggle
are still applicable to modern day.
In recent years, the Saint Mary’s
College Theatre Department has
had a track record of putting up more

Facebook and so did Myspace. Furthermore, people say mean things
about each other in the privacy of
their rooms all the time. The key
is not to blame the app but figure
out ways to confront bullying and
meanness in person rather than
trying to ban certain websites.
There’s always a balance to
be struck between allowing free
speech for all and setting restrictions when people’s speech becomes offensive to others. However, I think that leaning on the side
of free speech for all with very few
exceptions is the better course of
action because free speech can be
used as an effective defense against
bullying and meanness. Also, college students are, for the most
part, not yet fully mature adults.
You would almost expect a little
immaturity in their behavior, especially on mobile applications in
which one can hide their identity.
Yik Yak is here to stay. We
should think about these issues
regarding free speech and other
people’s right to respect with
critical yet open minds. We should
also refuse the temptation to be
hasty in condemning an app which
potentially offers a lot of interesting possibilities for students to
express themselves. Ultimately,
the opinion is yours, so try out Yik
Yak for yourself.

It’s that time in the semester
when students can hopefully say
they have finally settled into a routine. Lots of students are comfortable with classes and other parts
of their weekly schedules, while
others are anxiously waiting the
break. Whatever the case, there’s
good news: we all get a breather.
With homework, campus activities, working off or on-campus,
student organizations, internships, sports, and more, it’s safe
to say that although Oct. 23–26
seems like a short amount of
time, it will definitely be rewarding. I know that there are many
activities I miss from summer that
I can indulge in during the break.
Whether you are a homebody or a
party-goer, here are some suggestions for midterm break:
First, reward yourself with a

nice meal. How many times do we
go to Oliver Hall in between classes? How many times do most of us
not even have time to go out and
get a bite to eat during the week?
It’s important to acknowledge
our eating habits, and rewarding
ourselves with a nice meal with
our family or friends is a great way
to enjoy an afternoon or start off
the day with an amazing breakfast.
Jupiter in Berkeley has a great
menu, filled with amazing ItalianAmerican classics that make this a
must-try.
Revival Kitchen + Bar, also in
Berkeley, is gaining popularity
with their tasty cocktails. Happy
hour runs Tuesday through Friday
from 3–6 p.m. and Sundays from
8 p.m. until closing. Draft pints
are $1 off, while cocktails du jours
are just $7. House wines are also
$5 a glass.
Roam Artisan Burgers in Lafayette is the talk of the town. This

burger joint recently opened up,
and it is as delicious as can be.
There are various activities going on around the city. If anything,
a casual shopping trip around
downtown SF or a hipster outing
in the Haight Ashbury neighborhood can be the perfect fix. Enlighten your creative palette by
checking out the deYoung Museum, exploring the diverse streets
of the Mission, and indulging at
great authentic restaurants. Grab
a delicious meal at Pizza Delfina
on 18th St. or snack on homemade
ice cream at Birite on Dolores St.
A great way to spend a Saturday
afternoon is people-watching
and sun-bathing at Dolores Park.
Although half of the park is under
construction, the mixed vibe of
college students, families, and funloving people will definitely make
you feel at home in San Francisco.
Go on a run—okay, maybe leave
this one for Sunday morning or

afternoon after we all catch up
on sleep. There’s nothing more
motivational and beautiful than
exercising in the fall. It’s a great
way to clear your head, get your
workout for the day, and enjoy
some good music. It makes you
feel good about yourself.
As for movies, there are plenty
of new releases worth seeing. One
of the most recently talked-about
film is Seth Rogen and Zac Efron’s
“Neighbors,” out on DVD now.
“Gone Girl,” in theaters now, has
also gotten a great deal of attention. Catch up on your favorite
television series, especially now
that Netflix has so many great
shows available for streaming.
Whatever you choose to do over
the break, the most important
piece of advice is to take the time
to relax from school so you can
return to Saint Mary’s rejuvenated
and ready for the second half of the
semester.

Super Smash Bros. now in the palm of your hands
by Reed Cornish
Staff Writer
Super Smash Bros. has been the
go-to Nintendo fighting game ever
since its debut on the Nintendo 64 in
1999. Its frantic, frenzied game-play
combined with a colorful selection
of characters has made the series
into the fan favorite that it is today.
Fast-forward to 2014, and we are
now graced with the first portable
iteration in the series, Super Smash
Bros. for 3DS. This was a bold move
for Nintendo, but did it pay off?
In short, yes. The game is extremely fun and as addictive as ever
but feels tweaked in many ways;
there are also a few issues that, while
not deal-breakers, are still worth
considering.
The game runs at a solid 60
frames per second at all times,
which is really impressive given the
limitations of the 3DS system. The
only real performance or graphical
errors occur in online mode and in
large maps with four players. The
latter has been a persistent problem
for the whole Smash Bros. series, but
it is most apparent with the small

3DS screen. On stages with a lot of
players, the camera zooms out too
far, and it makes it difficult to see
your character, which is a drag.
Nintendo provided a few small fixes
to rectify this, though, including an
option to increase outlines on the
characters as well as a box that can
be put around your character. These
aren’t enough to solve this issue, but
they definitely help.
The heart and soul of Super
Smash Bros. is the roster of characters and the different stages, as
they serve as a love letter to all things
Nintendo; in this realm, the game
delivers. The roster has a massive 51
characters once all are unlocked and
a respectable 35 stages, all of which
pay tribute to Nintendo’s vast and
rich gaming history. The roster in
particular is hugely impressive, as
most of the new characters in this
game feel unique and some characters like Robin and Shulk have
strategies completely new to the
series. Sadly, there are a still a few
characters who are slightly modified
versions of other characters, but the
positive far outweighs the negative
in this regard.

The most advertised new mode
for this version, Smash Run, is more
of a mixed bag. Players are put on a
large map filled with various Nintendo enemies, and they have five
minutes to collect power-ups and
participate in various challenges. At
the end of the time, the player is put
into a random challenge; this can
range from a simple fight to jumping up a tower as fast as possible to
beating the most amount of baddies
compared to other players. This
mode can be played with friends
over local wireless but not online,
which is a huge loss, as the mode
itself is pretty fun. The one thing
missing is seeing the other players
mid-match. During the five minute
dungeon crawl, you can see the
other computer or human players
on a map, but they cannot be seen,
let alone interacted with at all, which
feels very awkward. Attacking other
players to steal power-ups would
add to the re-playability of the mode,
as how it stands the appeal only lasts
so long.
I also have mixed feelings about
the online mode to the game, but
I lean toward the positive on this

aspect. In the previous Smash Bros.
game, the online mode was clunky
and laggy, and while lag is still present in this version, the organization
of the online mode is great. Players
can choose between battles with
registered friends or random people, as always, but when they choose
random, they can pick from the options “For Glory” or “For Fun.” The
former has all items available and
allows for all stages, making it great
for casual chaotic games, while the
latter turns off items and only allows
for “Omega” versions of each stage,
which are essentially flat surfaces
free from hazards, perfect for those
who want a purely skill-based duel.
These streamline the online mode
and help to satisfy both hardcore
and casual gaming fans, which is
great.
Super Smash Bros. for 3DS is
a wonderful experiment for Nintendo and a must-have for any 3DS
owner. The transition to portable
comes with faults, but these are
overshadowed by the sheer fact you
can now play Super Smash Bros. on
the go, whenever you wish. Happy
Smashing!

dark shows like “Spring Awakening,” “Antigone(s),” and “A Lie of the
Mind,” but has chosen to go in a more
comedic direction. When asked
about what to expect of the show,
Oliver Reyes said, “It’ll make you
laugh. It’ll make you cry. It’ll make
you laugh a lot.” Director Franks
Murray says to expect “Vivid characters, a lot of fun and energy, strong
singing, comedy and romance, and
big chase scene.”
The Saint Mary’s Performing Arts
Department opens up its doors for
“Anyone Can Whistle” on Oct. 30 at
8:00 p.m., and the show runs until
Nov. 9, with a Sunday performance
at 2 p.m. at LeFevre Theatre. Tickets
are $15 for general admission and
$10 for Saint Mary’s students with
IDs. There is also a two-for-one
special for the opening and closing
shows for SMC students. Tickets
are available at the theater’s box
office, by calling extension 4670, or
at http://www.brownpapertickets.
com/event/882574.

“Cheek to
Cheek” is
timeless
by Isabella Hall
Contributing Writer
Tony Bennett and Lady Gaga
released their collaborative jazz
album “Cheek to Cheek” on Sept.
23. It features classic songs previously recorded by jazz icons such
as Frank Sinatra, Freddy Cole, and
Ella Fitzgerald, among others. The
two artists were inspired to share
these classic songs with younger
generations, since they believe that
the tracks have a universal appeal.
The two artists’ contrasting styles
offer new insight to the music of
our generation as well as to the that
of our parents. The album brings
vintage sounds to new ears, while
Lady Gaga gives older listeners an
appreciation for a more modern
sound.
Tony Bennett remains in his
element with this new album. He
stays true to his popular standard
by singing the best jazz songs in his
warm, husky tenor. His reputation
for delivering spontaneity to bring
out the melodies and lyrics from
well-known songs precedes him as
effectively as ever.
Lady Gaga, on the other hand,
presents herself in a way we have
never seen before. She proves that
she can actually sing. Stripped
from all the theatrics and electronic aspects of her normal material,
listeners are finally given verification of her true talent and range.
The queen of little monsters proves
that she can be sophisticated when
she chooses too. Gaga, who typically thrives on spectacle, opted
for a subtle modern twist on classic
songs; however, she maintains modernity while still adhering to the
aura of these classic tracks.
These two voices complement
each other and mesh together
almost seamlessly. The dramatic
“I Won’t Dance” has a perfectly
executed harmony, while “The
Lady Is A Tramp” is complimented
by their opposing personalities
and styles. Overall, the album is
interesting and entertaining for
both new and old listeners.
Grade: A-
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Germany
Occupy Central protests breed violence in Hong Kong
makes college Widespread pro-democracy movement answers a long-needed cry for political freedom
customed to the notion that we treasonous have to realize that the substantial advantage over other
tuition free
by Ashwin Srinivasan
as a people are sovereign and that winds of democracy are too strong non-democratic nations: it is a prosContributing Writer

by Madeline Gonzalez
Contributing Writer

E

arlier this month, Germany announced that it will be offering
“free college education” not only
to students in Germany, but also
to scholars around the world. In
the United States, college tuition
costs a fortune, and most people
who go to college start the first part
of their adult life in debt from the
student loans they take out. The
fact that Germany can now offer
free college educations to students exposes a crucial flaw in our
college system and the way that
we view college graduates versus
people who never go to college.
The German education system
is different from the American
system in many ways, and these
differences are vital to Germany’s
ability to offer free education. In
America, there is a “no college
education” stigma. Those who
choose not to attend college or
are prevented from doing so for
financial reasons are looked down
on because a college education is
necessary for a “decent” job with
enough pay for a comfortable
life. Germany and most other
European countries are different
in this regard. College education
is for those who have truly high
scholarly pursuits, wish to have
an advanced degree, or for those
who have time to study a topic of
interest in-depth before going out
into the working world. Spending
time in college just to become a
corporate businessperson would
seem unnecessary. Germans do
not hold a stigma against those
who do not attend college, and
most people enter the workforce
immediately after their equivalent
of high school. In Germany, only
thirty percent of the population
attends college, compared to sixty
percent of Americans. However,
this number continues to rise because of American influence.
The weakness this exposes in
our country is that even though
university is technically optional,
it is still required if you want a
good job, so you have to pay for
it. We don’t have to pay tuition
for public elementary and high
schools because all children are
required by law to attend. But
because we are not required to go
to college, the tuition is very high.
This in itself shows how America
views college; it’s not something
you can earn from graduating high
school, it’s not something you can
achieve solely by getting the best
grades, but it’s something you have
to pay for.
Germany’s free college tuition
is great for the country and other
European students. However, we
must remember that their view
of college and college graduates is
different from how our society sees
its universities and students. Free
college tuition in other countries
exposes the cracks in our society’s
view of education. It reveals why
our colleges will never be free.
In this country, higher learning
comes at a price. To alter our view
on education and one day receive
free college tuition, we must start
by analyzing how we perceive
people without a college degree.

O

n Sept. 26, democracy activist group Occupy Central
launched a protest against the
government in Hong Kong, demanding more freedom to choose
their political leaders. Hong Kong
does have some measure of democratic freedom, but citizens can
vote only for approved leaders
selected by the government. The
protest was initially spearheaded
by activists for democracy then
subsequently by many students,
but the government’s crackdown on
these students and activists (with
tear gas, for example) caused even
more people to join the protest.
The government’s initial actions
against Occupy Central added fuel
to a fire that has already been lit for
some time.
I have mixed feelings about the
protest, but they are mostly positive, as I am a supporter of the
Occupy Central Movement. Here
in America, we have grown ac-

we have ultimate control over our
own political destiny because we
can elect our leaders. The people of
Hong Kong merely want a similar
right to elect their own leaders.
What is so radical about that?
Ever since Thomas Paine wrote
“Common Sense,” Americans have
been enraged by the idea that a
foreign, or “outside,” power could
dictate what we should do or who
should run our country. “No taxation without representation” was
the main complaint against Great
Britain when the States were a
part of a larger colonial empire.
This idea led to the dumping of
British tea into the Boston Harbor
and eventually the Revolutionary
War. I am sure there were people
at the time who condemned this as
a treasonous act, just as now there
are officials in the Chinese government who call the protests in Hong
Kong disloyal. But I think anyone
who labels the acts of the Occupy
Central movement as disloyal or

to resist. History has shown time
and time again that any political
structure that does not fundamentally respect democracy cannot
expect the complete support of its
citizens.
A similar situation that comes
to mind is Colonial India, which
fought for its independence in
1947 because of discontent with
Great Britain’s non-representative
government. Another is South
Africa, which in 1990 received her
liberation from Apartheid after
Nelson Mandela played a major
role in creating a more racially
inclusive country in which its own
citizens are not excluded from the
political process. History is replete
with examples of the power of the
people in transforming tyranny into
democracy.
There are critics, I am sure, who
see the protests in Hong Kong and
comment that they are creating an
unnecessary commotion. Those
critics would say Hong Kong has a

perous capitalist society. As long as
there’s economic freedom, what’s
the need for political freedom?
My response to these critics
would be that as long as a country
has limited political freedom, it is
hard to maintain that they even
have a purely capitalist economy.
Capitalism, at its core, is about
competition. Competition for consumers—sure, Hong Kong has that.
According to the Heritage Foundation, “Hong Kong’s economic
freedom score is 90.1, making it the
top-rated economy in the Index
for the 20th consecutive year.” But
what the country lacks is competition in politics. A truly democratic
country like the United States, has
competition in ideas through its
political parties. This has been the
reason for the potency of political
freedom in the modern democratic
process, and I think Hong Kong’s
citizens should keep up with its
protests to win the freedoms that
we take for granted.

Revamping of childhood shows and movies needs to stop

Recent “Twin Peaks” renewal announcement fuels the fire against nostalgic revivals
by Jake Labay
Contributing Writer

T

hink about the shows and
movies you admired growing
up, whether it was “Star Wars”
or “SpongeBob Squarepants.”
An interesting question to think
about is: since this media impacted your early life, should
it stay as you remember it or
should they come back as a revamped copy of itself? The television drama sensation “Twin
Peaks” aired that aired from
1990-1991 is now returning to
Showtime in 2016. Is it coming
back to nurture the fans’ nostalgia? Or is it returning simply
because the time is right for it to
be successful again?
Hollywood realizes that movies and television shows from
the past that were such successful hits are worth bringing

back. Production companies will
have the huge financial benefit
of using the nostalgia factor to
rope in viewers. Basically, they
are nurturing nostalgia , and it’s
not appropriate to bring certain
shows back.
If we take the example of “Star
Wars” and relate it to this topic,
it’s easy to see this realization in
action. “Star Wars” is a franchise
that worked wonders back in
the day with “A New Hope” and
“The Return of the Jedi.” However, George Lucas decided to
make modern sequels and also
digitized remakes of these films
decades later. A lot of Star Wars
fans held resentment towards
Lucas because they felt that it
wasn’t the right time or necessary for these movies to come
out. Remakes and sequels like
these are used as publicity to
hook past fans, and because of

the nostalgia factor, these fans
don’t have ability to say no. Our
generation is so obsessed with
nostalgia that the entertainment
business is taking advantage of it
by shoving our memories down
our throats. Just look at the
more recent remakes Hollywood
is spitting out that were either
huge failures, or just “meh,” such
as “Indiana Jones,” “Girl Meets
World,” and “Carrie.”
However, in some cases TV
shows or movies that get remade are successful. “Arrested
Development,” which aired from
2003-2006, was well-received by
critics but did not draw in a large
amount of viewers. However, the
loyal fan base that it did attract
badgered the studio to continue
the show. To the fans’ delight,
they revamped the show last
year by releasing the full fourth
season on Netflix. Although it

wasn’t the best season, the spirit
of its re-installment was truly
about the idea of the show rather
than nostalgia or Hollywood’s
financial benefit. I feel that other
shows or movies that are brought
back can be good when it’s done
for the right reasons, one of
those being telling the story in
a new way for a new generation.
A good example of this is the
recent remake of the classic film
“Footloose.”
Most viewers can feel it when
nostalgia is being forced on,
often causing viewers to associate negative emotions some of
their favorite shows or movies,
especially if they do not like
the remake. Hollywood should
stop looking to the past for new
material and focus on creating
fresh ideas, even if they do contain some aspects of past media
sensations.

HeForShe speech at UN says feminism is a man’s battle

Emma Watson makes moving speech to encourage economic, political, and social equality
by Ashwin Srinivasan
Contributing Writer

E

mma Watson’s United Nations
speech on gender equality has
received a lot of adulation and
flack, but the only substantial criticism I have of her speech is that
she didn’t give it 10 years ago. Her
speech contained very pertinent
themes that are often overlooked
in the hubbub of daily life; it is a
speech that everyone ought to be
familiar with.
The removal of gender-related
prejudices must start when one
is young. Maybe removal is the
wrong word, since children are
born as blank slates and no notions
enter their minds that were not imposed by the society in which they
were brought up. Consequently,
we should not focus on removing
gender prejudices, but rather on
preventing these biases from forming in the minds of impressionable
children. Emma Watson’s speech

was a very “standard” feminist
speech, with one exception. Anyone who is aware of Marilyn Frye,
Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth Cady
Stanton, and Lucretia Mott, who
were all instrumental in the first
convention for women’s equality
(the Seneca Falls Conference of
1848), as well as Mary Wollstone-

A battle must be
fought, but not
against men.
craft, the British feminist who
wrote “A Vindication of the Rights
of Woman,” should recognize that
Emma Watson is continuing the
battle for gender equality which
has been fought for the past couple
of hundred years.
Yet Emma Watson differs from
some of her feminist predecessors
in an important sense, in that she

believes a battle must be fought,
but not against men. It’s a battle of
ideas, a struggle for liberation, in
which men are not excluded from
the movement but are welcomed
to take part. In fact, she says it’s
essential they do: “And the more I
spoke about feminism, the more I
realized that fighting for women’s
rights has too often become synonymous with man-hating. If there
is one thing I know for certain, it is
that this has to stop.”
The Civil Rights Movement of
the 1960s and the current feminist
movement are immensely similar.
Both were about the central notion that you shouldn’t be judged
for external factors you cannot
control, but rather for who you are
what you do. Because gender and
race are so much a part of who you
are, to be treated as lesser because
of those characteristics must be
inherently wrong. Just as Martin
Luther King Jr. was able to send a
resounding message of change by

using a very racially inclusive tone
in his “I Have A Dream” speech, I
think Emma Watson’s HeForShe
speech is very compelling and powerful because she is so inclusive of
men in her call for change.
Emma Watson says that the noninclusion of men in the feminist
movement hurts not just women,
but men too. They are forced to
embrace stereotypes of themselves
which eschew sensitivity and emotion-based reasoning. Who knows
how many men sacrifice intimacy
with their loved ones because the
stereotype of being macho prevents them from admitting that
they have problems and issues to
be worked out, just like the rest
of humanity?
As Emma Watson said in her
speech at the UN, “Men, I would
like to take this opportunity to
extend your formal invitation.
Gender equality is your issue,
too.” You heard her. Work for
women’s rights.
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Jim Harbaugh: Moving on from Athlete profile: Milena and Mileva Popovic
the 49ers?
by Kevin Brown
Staff Writer
One of the hottest topics in the
NFL right now, and certainly one of
the leading topics among Bay Area
sportscasters, is the return of Jim
Harbaugh as the head coach of the
San Francisco 49ers. Recent reports
indicate that Harbaugh is unlikely
to return to the organization for the
next season, even if the team wins
the Super Bowl in February.
How could you let go of the coach
that has turned around the franchise
and made them relevant again? It
certainly isn’t his lack of coaching
and motivational ability, as he has
won 75 percent of his first 52 games
since taking over as head coach in
2011. That is the highest win percentage in NFL history, edging out
Don Shula by more than 7 percent.
Before Harbaugh’s arrival, the 49ers
had missed the playoffs in eight
consecutive seasons, posting a 46-82
record from 2003 to 2010. Harbaugh
is a proven winner, dating back to his
Stanford days when he turned the
school’s football team into a perennial powerhouse. After the Niners’
1-11 record in 2006, Harbaugh took
over as head coach and led the team
to a 29-21 record in four seasons,
including a 12-1 record in 2010. Prior
to his time coaching at Stanford,
Harbaugh recorded 29 wins and just
six losses in three seasons as head
coach at the University of San Diego.
NFL insiders have repeatedly
stated that, despite his impressive
record as the head coach, Harbaugh’s
personality is to blame for his soured
relationship with executives within
the organization. Whether it has
been disagreements on player and
draft decisions, or simply a difference of personalities, it has shown
since the 2012 off-season. Harbaugh,
known to like bigger and stronger
players, rarely put AJ Jenkins and
LaMichael James on the field after
they were drafted in the first and
second rounds, respectively, in the
2012 draft. With both of those picks,
we never saw them on the field due
to their small frames and inability

to make tough plays on third downs.
Both players are no longer on the
roster; Jenkins was traded prior
to the 2013 season and James was
released last month. This makes the
2012 draft one of the worst in the
team’s 65 years as an NFL franchise,
as it is rare to not have a first-round
pick on the roster for at least four
years.
Not only do Harbaugh and the
49ers’ C-suite executives disagree
on player personnel, but Harbaugh
has reportedly been seeking a larger
contract after building the team into
a yearly playoff contender since 2011.
According to ESPN, the team almost
traded Harbaugh to the Cleveland
Browns in February of this year, but
both sides later refuted the report.
Personally, I have a hard time believing that was just a rumor, especially
considering how it was reported well
after the alleged negotiations took
place. The trade rumors come after
Harbaugh was reportedly seeking
a contract in the 7-9 million dollar
range, which would rank him within
the top four highest-paid coaches
along with Sean Payton, Pete Carroll,
and Bill Belichick.
Should Harbaugh leave after
the 2014-15 season, there are a few
teams that would be interested in
his coaching abilities. Among the
most notable are the Oakland Raiders, given their poor and mediocre
seasons since their trip to Super
Bowl XXXVII. While the Raiders
and 49ers were nearly identical from
an on-field performance standpoint
from 2003 to 2010, the 49ers became
one of the best teams in the league
after hiring Harbaugh in 2011. Meanwhile, the Raiders have been searching for a new coach every two or
three years. If Harbaugh is brought
into Oakland, he should be able to
turn things around as he did with the
49ers, the Stanford Cardinal, and the
University of San Diego Toreros. The
Raiders’ chances of getting him next
season should be very high, as owner
Mark Davis is desperate for wins and
may give Harbaugh personnel power
in addition to the salary that he has
long desired.

Women’s tennis: ITA regionals
by Liz Searl
Staff Writer Writer
Leduc and Flores see top 16 success at ITA Northwest women’s
tennis regionals.
Last weekend the Saint Mary’s
women’s tennis team travelled to
Stanford to compete in the ITA
Northwest regionals against all other
division 1 players in the region. The
winner earns themselves a ticket to
the national event later this semester
in New York.
Beginning last Friday, Oct. 10, the
Gael’s saw five out of six girls win
through their first two rounds of
singles matches on Friday, reaching
the round of 32. The Gael’s doubles
teams all saw success on the first
day of play too, with all three Saint
Mary’s teams winning through to
Saturday’s round of 32.

Saturday’s matches saw both seniors Catherine Leduc and Danielle
Flores playing in the round of 16.
Leduc faced Karla Popovic of Cal and
Flores up against Taylor Davidson
of Stanford. Both Leduc and Flores
competed hard but fell to their
higher ranked counterparts in the
round of 16. In the double draw, top
seeded Flores and Manji had a win
in the round of 32, whilst the other
two teams of Leduc and Pawid, and
McCord and Kaur lost their doubles
matches on Saturday.
Flores and Manji faced USF pair
Nikolic and Ka in the round of 16, but
ended up going down.
The women’s tennis team saw
much success at the regional event
and looks towards their final fall
tournament coming up on Oct. 24,
25, and 26 at Saint Mary’s for the
SMC Fall Invitational.

Men’s Golf

Sports This
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Milena and Mileva Popovic are a dynamic duo, offering support to the volleyball team and to one another as well. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

The twins of the
volleyball team
share leadership
abilities on the
court and tan
time off the court
by Josie Howatt
Copy Editor
Twin sisters Milena and Mileva
Popovich are seniors on the Saint
Mary’s College volleyball team.
While the team has been struggling
this season, the sisters are confident about the team’s ability to turn
its luck around. While Milena said
that “all the teams in the WCC are
strong,” she believes that the Gaels
have the ability to make a comeback
and that the team is “going in the
right direction” to achieve this. She
knows that the team is “getting better, just not as fast as we’d hoped,”
as the majority of the players on the
court this year haven’t had ample
Division 1 game experience. The
team is in a re-building stage after
losing some of the strong starters of
last season. To the Popovich sisters,

it is just a matter of time before the
team emerges as a strong force in
their conference.
Milena, a libero, and Mileva, an
opposite hitter, have been playing
sports together since they were
little, allowing them to develop
the skills to lead as a duo. “We’ve
always been leaders, so we just
naturally took on that role when
we came here,” Mileva notes. Both
Milena and Mileva attest to the
benefits of having a partner to lead
with; as Mileva said, leading is “easy
because we’re together.” They take
pride in encouraging their younger
teammates to communicate and
to “hold each other accountable,”
which Milena says is one of the
most helpful things about having a
twin by her side. By being comfortable enough to push each other to
play better, they exert a positive
influence that motivates their
teammates to do the same. The
bond that Milena and Mileva share
as twins enables them to “feed off of
each other’s energy and emotions”
to create a sense of positivity on the
court, Mileva says.
When these sisters are not playing or training, sleep is definitely
a priority. They like trying new
things, especially in San Francisco,
says Milena, and these Southern
California natives have been eager

to “take advantage of all the Bay
Area has to offer.” The volleyball
women are often called the “tanning team,” as they use “any free
hours to go tan,” Mileva jokes. As
Health Science majors, Milena
and Mileva hope to go to graduate
school to become physical therapists. But before that, they’re planning on using the summer after
graduation to travel, something
that playing volleyball has not enabled them to do a lot of. They plan
to visit family in Montenegro and
travel throughout Europe, which
will surely provide them with ample opportunities to exercise their
love for novelty and adventure.
The twins have dedicated a great
deal of time and energy to the sport
they both love. While they admit it
is a substantial sacrifice to be a Division 1 athlete: “You work so hard
for it, that it’s satisfying that you put
all this time in, and it pays off in the
end.” Mileva simply stated, “if you
want to do well, you have to put in
the effort.” For these sisters, the fun
they have with doing what they love
matters just as much as being disciplined in preparing for a match.
They have “invested so much in
this program over the past four
years,” said Milena, and the team
will surely miss the leadership and
personality of such a dynamic duo.

Women’s soccer fights hard until the end with two ties
by Daniel Conmy
Sports Editor
Women’s soccer had a tough
challenge against Pepperdine,
who was the 8th ranked team
in the nation. The Gaels came
out firing against a star-studded
team and held their ground for
110 minutes. Saint Mary’s only
used 12 players for the whole
game. Lynn Williams was the
star for Pepperdine as she had
seven shots and put four on
net. Cassidy Lynch made great
plays on the defensive side to
keep Williams away from the
net. There was only two shots
on goal for the Gaels, but 11
Men’s Soccer

shots overall. Stephanie Busch
came huge in goal for the Gaels
with eight saves. Although Saint
Mary’s is still winless in conference, this was a great result for
a young team.
Saint Mary’s took their momentum in the Sunday afternoon game against LMU and
tied once again, 2-2. Samantha
Dion scored the equalizer late
in the 2nd half and took the
Lions into overtime. Sarah
Sanger from LMU was tripped
up in the box and was rewarded
a penalty kick. Jocelyn Blakenship took the penalty shot and
knocked it off the left post. She
then gathered the ball again

and knocked it off the crossbar
and once again off the crossbar.
Saint Mary’s eluded a loss in the
first overtime by the narrowest
of margins. They continued to
show resiliency against a highpowered LMU team. Twice they
came back from a goal down to
tie it up. Saint Mary ’s moves
their record to 6-7-2 and 0-2-2
in conference.
The Gaels go on the road to
face San Francisco next weekend, still looking for their first
victory in conference. Although
the results were not poor, the
Gaels are trying to gain momentum going into the second half
of conference play.

#GoGaels
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Men’s soccer wins a thriller against Pacific
Lucas
Champenois
steps up to
move Gaels’ win
steak to two
Saint Mary’s was able to pick
up a victory against University
of the Pacific Tigers. The 1-0
game had an unlikely finish
from an improbable hero: Lucas
Champenois scored the only
goal in the game on a penalty
kick. Champenois is the backup
goaltender for the Gaels, but because of the plethora of injuries,

Champenois came late into the
game as a forward and made an
immediate impact. Champenois
made a play deep in the attacking
zone and was able to get the ball
to Nathan Grixti who took a shot
on net, but before it reach the
goal, a Pacific defender blatantly

Lucas Champenois scored the only goal on a penalty kick on Saturday afternoon. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

stuck his arm out to take the goal
away. Since the foul was in the
box, a penalty kick was rewarded.
Adam Cooper, Saint Mary’s head
coach, did not hesitate as Champenois took the PK and buried
into the bottom left corner in the
78th minute. “We’ve seen Champ
hit PKs in practice so there was
no question we had all the confidence in the world that he could
make it,” said Cooper. “For him
to step on the field, win a couple
of tackles, bring energy and make
a difference in the game was absolutely brilliant.”
This was the first game for

the men’s soccer team in Saint
Mary’s stadium. The Gaels go
on the road to open up WCC
conference play, but Cooper
is hungry to get back home. “I
thought the field played great,”
said Cooper. “We are going to be
really excited to come back here
in a couple of weeks for our next
home game after the grass gets
even more settled. Our players
really like playing on the surface
and, with the upgrades, I think in
many ways we now have one of
the best soccer facilities in our
conference.”
Two tough road tests for the

Gaels will take place this weekend. They travel to face University of San Diego (4-4-4)
on Friday, and then on Sunday
they will take on the Loyola
Marymount Lions (5-3-3). The
Gaels (7-3-2) have been playing
outstanding this year. In their
past ten games they’ve gone 7-12. The offense continues to play
well, and there is a big anchor in
goal with Andre Rawls. The Gaels
are padding their record outside
of conference play to hoppefully
make a run in the NCAA Championships. A winning weekend will
help them get there.

ALCS and NLCS see two opposites: veterans vs. rookies
lineup, Baltimore has one of the
best hitters this season in Nelson
Cruz. Cruz slugged a monstrous
40 home runs to go along with 108
RBI’s. While Baltimore is plagued
by devastating injuries to Manny
Machado, Matt Wieters, and a
suspension to Chris Davis, it will be
paramount for Cruz to anchor the
Baltimore lineup. The Orioles do
not have a surplus of steady starting
pitching and that may prove to be
costly, especially this deep into October. Expect this Buck Showalter
led Orioles team to come up short
against the underrated Kansas City
Royals.
Prediction: Royals in 5

The Kansas City Royals look to be the Cinderella team after a 29-year playoff drought. (Courtesy of Business Insider)

byDimitri Quaglierini
Assistant Sports Editor
Orioles vs. Royals:
Rewind back to the beginning of
Spring Training. Did anyone predict these two undervalued clubs
to be in the ALCS? Most likely not.
The Kansas City Royals and Baltimore Orioles defied all odds by
making it past the first round of the
postseason and into the ALCS. Both
of these ball clubs swept their opening round matchups against the
high powered Angels and veteran
Tigers respectively. The Angels and
Tigers were favored and predicted
by many to be the premier matchup
of the ALCS, and we have ourselves
the complete opposite. This is
proof that high payroll does not
always result in World Series titles.
As the underappreciated Orioles

Go Gaels!

OPINION

Why is a
touchdown
worth more
for girls?
by Jessica Fahner
Contributing Writer

by Daniel Conmy
Sports Editor

“We’ve seen Champ
hit PKs in practice so
there was no question.
We had all the
confidence in the world
that he could make it.”

•

of the strenuous AL East face off
against the winners of the AL Wild
card, here are some things to look
forward to. The Royals should be
thankful to have made it this far.
Their wild card matchup against
the Oakland A’s was a roller coaster
and they managed to somehow
come out on top thanks to their
top tier bullpen. The Kansas City
Royals possessed the number one
bullpen in the majors this season
anchored by the trio of Greg Holland, Wade Davis, and Kelvin Herrera. These three have allowed just
three earned runs in a 15-inning
span and have also struck out an
astonishing 18 batters. Obtaining
a lead is difficult, but holding it is
even more demanding and that
will be key for Kansas City. While
the Royals do not possess one
dominant hitter in their balanced

Cardinals vs. Giants:
For the second time in three
years, the San Francisco Giants and
St. Louis Cardinals will meet in the
NLCS. Game one begins with a pair
of aces taking the mound as Adam
Wainwright will duel out against
Madison Bumgarner. Unlike the
ALCS, the NLCS will feature a pair
of ball clubs who are proven and
experienced in October. The Cardinals are led by their dominant
starting pitching and balanced hitting. Matt Carpenter, who is known
for his fearsome hitting in October,
will have to step up in this series for
the Cardinals to be successful. Carpenter and Matt Holliday are the
two eminent pieces in the St. Louis
lineup and will need to be clutch for
the Cardinals to advance. With an
experienced Yadier Molina behind
the plate, the Cardinals pitching
staff should feel less weight on their
shoulders, as Molina is a proven
veteran who knows how to handle
the intense pressure of October.

The Red Birds are known for their
magic in the postseason. Whether
it is timely hits or clutch pitching,
they always manage to pull away
with a win in the end. No MLB
teams have had as much success
as the Cardinals and Giants in the
past five years, making it fitting that
these two franchises will compete
for the NL pennant once again. For
San Francisco, they must rely heavily on ace Madison Bumgarner and
the back end of their bullpen to win
this series. Their bullpen consists
of Yusmiero Petit, Javier Lopez,
Jeremy Affeldt, Sergio Romo, and
Santiago Casilla. These five combined have not allowed an earned
run in 14 1/3 innings of pitching.
Meanwhile on the offensive side,
the Orange and Black will depend
on Buster Posey and Brandon Belt.
These two are the heart and soul
of San Francisco’s potent lineup.
Posey is possibly the best hitter
in this series, aside from Matt
Holliday of the Cardinals. One of
these teams will advance to the
World Series for the third time in
five years and it will be a shootout.
In a difficult decision, look for the
Cardinals to advance to the World
Series once again.
Prediction: Cardinals in 7
The rivalry between Kansas City
and St. Louis, known as the 1-70
freeway series, will be a ferocious
one. It is a new beginning for the
Royals as they look to elude all odds,
while the Cardinals are looking to
win the big game. Although these
two intrastate rivals are unique
in their perspectives, it will be an
exciting World Series and one to
remember for the ages.

For students who are not on a D1
sports team or do not have time for
the commitment of a club sport,
Campus Recreation offers a variety
of Intramural Sports teams. These
include co-ed basketball, co-ed
soccer, and softball to name a few.
This fall, Campus Recreation
has offered co-ed flag football and
Saint Mary’s students were excited
to get teams together and join in
friendly competition with each
other. Campus Recreation has
taken steps to ensure that there
is equality in Intramural Sports.
In order to avoid male dominated
teams, there must be a minimum
of two or three girls on each team.
This requirement works to create
equality on the team and promote
gender diversity in the games. It
also works to encourage more
girls to play Intramural Sports,
as they will be more likely to be
asked to join the team because
of the requirement. This ensures
enough playing time for both male
and female payers. It also prevents
one gender from dominating the
entire game. This fall, Intramural
flag football has also enacted some
similar rules to encourage gender
equality. At least three girls have to
be playing on the field at all times;
so if a team has the minimum of
three girls, then the girls must play
the entire time.
However, the most notable rule
intended to establish equality is the
scoring system. When a girl scores
a touchdown it is worth nine points
in comparison to a boy’s seven
point touchdown, a two point difference. It is clear that this rule is
an attempt to further create equality in the game and there are many
benefits to this scoring system.
This rule encourages boys to pass
the ball more frequently to girls because they will score more points.
This also allows for girls to feel as
if they are contributing more to
the game because they bring in
more points. Also the theory is that
more girls will be willing to play if
they felt equal to the boys and not
disadvantaged.
However, there are also some
drawbacks to the scoring guidelines. For instance, the rule has
been manipulated and now girls
are wanted on the teams for the
benefit of more points. Also, girls
are frequently passed to when they
are near the touchdown zone. Although the scoring system works to
equalize genders, boys are not being rewarded equally for the same
amount of work. Boys are doing the
same task as the girls and are being
rewarded less for their efforts. This
brings up the question of whether
or not there is a large difference
between skill and physical ability
of the genders that they cannot be
considered equal. Campus Recre-

ation has been very conscious of
gender equality in the Intramural Leagues and has taken steps
to encourage equality for both
genders, but do girls really need
extra compensation for the game
to be considered equal?

